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ALRUQLERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, A1MUL 22, 1903

VOLUME 16

LIEUT. GOV. LEE

elt, elected an honorary member of
government of this country,
the Commercial clnb of Albuquerque.
and equal with the other two. This
1903."
A Navajo squaw will be
country's government is executive,
brought to the city who is noted for
legislative and Judicial, each Independ
her sktlt. and she will brinff the best
ent of the other within Its proper
sphere. The president of the United
Store Bnrned Causing Loss of wool in which to weave the blanket
and It will be made here. Judge BakStates has the power to sign or veto
er witl have the oversight of the matany statehood bill passed by congress.
of $500,000.
ter.
Therefore, he is naturally a party to
The directors also decided that to
any such measure. He has even the
the reception which the club wilt tenright to advise congress to pass a
statehood bill, or not to pass a state DEDICATION OF STOCK EXCHANGE der Teddy during his fifteen minutes
of rest there, that cards v.ill be Issued
hood bill. If he chooses. President
to members only, entitling them with
Harrison recommneded to congress in
one of his messages the passage of a Dreyfus Investigations Causa Cool one lady,, to admittance.
Messrs. Ira B. Bennett. H. B. Hen-ninstatehood bill. Michigan, Nebraska
and Harry Luber were-- elected
and Colorado had their statehood bills ness Between Francs and Germany
members.
vetoed several times before they were
Judge Baker presided over a meet
finally passed.
"The president of the United States NORTHERN PACIFIC STRIKE SETTLE Q ing of the genial reception eommlttee
and the program Is nearly arranged
is doin;? us the great honor df visiting
The decoration committee Is hard at
us as a president. He is not coming
work, and all citizens are asked to
here as Theodore Roosevelt. We are
I. a Crosse, Wis, April 22. Fire
decorate their homes and business
not receiving him as Theodore Roose- N last night completely destroyed
Staunton, Va., April 22. The report four miles of their contract done. They
Pittsburg, Pa., April 22. More than traversed the territory; now there are velt, except Incidentally. Therefore, 1
largest In wes- - X places In the best manner possible.
store,
the
Park
the
charge
of
the
will
have
Stern,
Simon
from St. Louis that Lieutenant Gov- - w probanly do the sidetrack grading
one million church members In the nearly a dozen with many branches respectfully contend that after New
tern Wisconsin, and did much
representing ernor Lee, of Missouri, whose presence at Mountalnatr. There will b three,
preparation
a
of
contableau
fight
great
In progress of construcin
last
the
and
Mexico's
extensions
damage to surrounding buildings,
United States are vitally Interested
sidetracks, each 3,z0 feet long.
New Mexico entering tie sisterhood ot is desired by the grand Jury Investigat
gress for statehood, it would be an act
tion.
causing a loss of approximately
The water problem has been n source
in the proceedings of the conference
charges)
waa
bribery
states.
legislative
statehood
to
ing
us
leave
for
the
of cowardice
V $500,000. The fire started in a
Albuquerque Is going to give the In this city, reached here today:. An of great Inconvenience and expense to
begun here today having for its object
National Municipal League.
out of the mottoes In his reception. His
In
mysterious manner
the rear
president a royal reception and do her- examination of the register of the tend most of the contractors, but many of
Detroit, Mich., April 22. The nluth reception ought to be a reception of
a union of tue congregational,' United
of the store and within thirty mtn- proud. Let every one do their best ing hotel shows that John F. Lee and them have sunk wella of their own. C
reself
necessarily
a
National
annual
convention
of
people,
not
the
whole
the
Brethren and Methodist Protestant
V utea the entire piant was ablaze.
give Teddy a reception that will
and
League
Municipal
part
portion
any
or
eleventh
alone.
were there last Saturday H. Sharp, camped, about three miles
and
ception
of
the
churches and the smaller sect known
There was practically no wind at X always linger In bts mind as one of the two ladies
until Monday afternoon. west of the sum milt, had to dig over
remained
and
ag the Christian Connection. The con- national conference for food city gov- The whole people of New Mexico
wa
only
tne
the time, which
good water.
ne K
received
pleasant
ones
he
not
or
that
most
city
today.
Judge
whether
ernment
of
opened
to Clifton lwge, and 10"
they
in
should
be
this
ent
the
when
appointdelegates
of
composed
ference
thing which saved thu entire bustAlio Land company has secured
paper
The
In
great
This
I
present.
southwest.
the
will,
delegates
be
think,
wc
want
are
west
bound:
It
statehood.
hundred
for
Several
tne
train
took
there
ed by the four denominations to formuncss section, which tududes prop-reiterates, let every one Ne up and do Cincinnati, While here Mr. Lee and a drill and wiu sink a well for Eggles-to- n
conceded, that our people have ex
late a scheme of union if the idea is Including city officials and municipal
erty worth I2.000i.000. from de- ft Mathws.
ing and do their best. The prestdPdt his companions spent their time sightcountry.
over
the
deemed feasible. All of the churches authorities from all
X
X struction.
Mulligan Brothers, who had a big
will be here May R.
pago
on
a, fine
meeting
was
Continued
four.
order
called
is
to
as
Lee
Mr.
When
the
described
seeing.
of
form
have a somewhat similar
looking man alout 65 years old. He grading contract on the Santa Fe Cenchurch government, making much of In the assembly room of the Hotel
a
was
afternoon
there
Cadillac
this
had a sandy moustache and pleasant tral, now have a camp on the cut off.
CAUSE UNKNOWN
Any agreement
local
OFF FOR PENITENTIARY.
New York Stock Exchange.
The Santa Fe Is now surveying
manners, and said he was a St. I.ouw
reached is likely to be based largely gratifying number present. The domline paralleling the Rock Island Into
New York, April 22. The members
will
be
of
discussion
feature
inant
lawyer.
independence
upon the freedom and
Kansas Intersecting the former's main
of the New York stock exchange aban
of- individual churches and freedom "uniform municipal accounting," the
Vnrdict
Regard
Finds
Jury
them
Coroner's
line west at Syracuse. This looks aa
devote
today
to
business
doned
BOODLERS.
OF
be
will
not
TRIAL
on
report
which,
however,
Batch of Eleven Prisoners Taken
from binding creeds. Creed differif there might be a little fun ahead.
selves to ceremonies incident to the
ences, It is felt, will not prove so great presented until tomorrow afternoon.
Brakeman German's Death.
new
ing
While 8t Louis Chief Field Engineer Jones has the
of their handsome
Jury
Rests
dedication
Grand
speby
report
be
presented
a
to
Fe.
will
The
Santa
an obstacle to unity as the ideas of
work In charge and he sent a force ot
Booctler It Tried,
building. It is Just two years since
policy now obtaining. The question of cial committee appointed for the purbuildengineers east ot the line the other
old
tearing
the
down
of
Investigawork
the
22.
April
pose
meeting
conferThe
of the
at the last
St. Louts,
what name the unified denominations
juno-tlo-n
MYSTERIOUS DEVELOPMENTS.
ing to make room for the new one was
tion by the grand Jury ot legislative day to begin work at Llano, the
SENTENCED BY JUDGE BAKER.
should adopt will be an Interesting ence.
two roads.
the
of
during
time
the
that
and
commenced,
a
adjourned
for
league
opening
the
of
session
been
The
scandals
has
'
one.
W. R. Green has moved his family
members have been accommodated at
time to enable Circuit Attorney Folk
If the union of the four churches is convened at 2 o'clock this afternoon,
Impaneled
hold
jury
to
coroner's
exchange.
Eastvlew to Mountalnatr and will
The
The
from
produce
Deputy
Newcomer,
Jose
and
York
New
Sheriff
alleged
delocal
the
up
of
were
to take
the trial
accomplished it will form a body of when addresses of welcome
building, whicn presents a sirin an Inquest regarding the sudden death toodle eases. In the criminal division probably put up a blacksmith shop.
one million two hundred thousand. livered by Mayor Maybury and John Lucero, an official of the county Jail, new
Among the new settlers lately loIng appearance, has been arranged of Myron J. German, the Santa Fe Pa court before Judge Ryan the case of
It is believed that in the event of union Davis, president of ine Detroit Munici- left this morning for the territorial solely
are three brothers named Bird
memlers.
cated
of
the
comfort
for
the
of
the
member
League.
Response
former
on
pal
uehalf
of
Decker,
the
Ixmls
there need be little adjustment of
cific brakeman, who was found dead In
penitentiary
with eleven prisoners
delegates, under Indictment from the Capttan country, who hav
of
house
fields, save, perhaps between .United league was made by its president, Hon. who were given their deserts by Judge
the caboose of his train crew, Mon charging perjury In connection with leased the Chaves saw mill. They arc
Brethren and Methodist Protestants. James C. Carter of New York. The reday morning, returned a verdict at the evidence he gave before the grand not only good saw mill men but excounty
yesterday.
Bernalillo
Baker
Rogers
ports
Secretary
of
Clinton
These bodies have their chief strength
12:30 this noon that death resulted Jury In regard to money used to pass perienced orchardlsts aa well, and will
MexBurn-harepresented
New
will
at
well
be
Oeorge
in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland and Woodruff and Treasurer
cause and causes unknown to the the suburban street railroad franchise at once plant part of their claims to
from
old
and
wicked,
the
for
the
Jr. were read. J. Horace Mac ico's home
Indiana. Congregationallsts are strongJury.
norfruit trees. . Experience has demonto
county
a
will
reduced
be
Harrisburg,
president
Jail
bill, came to trial today.
Pa.,
Farland,
ot
Chicthe
England,
Brooklyn,
After
Doran
est in New
Postoffico Inspector
Conductor Frank A. Murphy, who
that this Is a good apple coun
strated
capacity.
Immal
League
for
American
Civic
of
the
ago and on the Pacific Coast, while the
was In charge of the crew with which
try
and
WORKERS.
the Messrs. Bird will be gladly
MINE
of
In
woman
line
was
one
paper
the
provements,
on
There
presented
a
Christians, who are not to be conPullman Car Company. was
first
was
connected
the
German
an account of their experiwelcomed
they
as
boarded
the
prisoners
founded with the large Christian or 'Federation of Civic Forces, City, shackled
witness to testify. He stated that the President Mitchell Trying to Adjust ence along this line. There are applo
train. She la Placlda Apodaca de Sa- Disciples of Christ body, have their Slate and National."
crew came In at 9:40 Friday night and
Labor Grievance.
tiees at Manzano which were bearing
The program for this evening calls mora, who made an assault with a mur
strength In the south and southwest.
AN INTERESTING CASE.
when
perfectly
sober
was
German
that
22.
Presifruit when the Mexicans first settled
April
gentlemen
Pa.,
on
one
of
Wllkesbarre,
her
Intent
derous
papers:
Refollowing
for the
"The
they arrived here and had always been dent Mitchell, the district presidents here nearly 100 years ago and no one
Oklahoma's Rapid Growth.
lation of the Citizen to the Policeman," friends some months ago, for which
sober and industrious on all previous
Oklahoma City, April 22. Today Rev. F. B. Allen of Boston; "'Nomina- she will do time for one year.
members of the United knows how old they are. They receive)
Iu the United States court here to trips; that the story circulated inti- and board
Oklahoma entered upon its fifteenth tion Reform," Horace E. Demlng of
Leading the line of prisoners as they
Workers met In executive ses- no care or attention, yet seem to be
Mine
year it being on this date that the New York; "The Police Problem," marched the line of the platform of day a suit was filed by Postoffice In mating that German had been drunk sion today to complete arrangements enjoying good health with eyenr prosfirst installment of Indian lands was Hon. Alfred Murphy of Detroit.
the Santa Fe station this morning was spector C. L. Doran against the Pull for two weeks and was a habitual for the adjustment of the mine work- pect of living to a ripe old sse. On
opened to white settlers. Added to the
John Hickey, the heavyweight tele- man Palace Car company for $5,000 drunkard was absolutely false and ers' grievances. They expect to com account of the significance of tba
first small tract thrown open to set-- '
graph operator, who by being caught damages. The case bids fair to be an without any foundatioiw'uatever, as plete the work today and President name a great many citizens would:
Bishop Under a Cloud.
on no occasion while German was on Mitchell wilt return west tonight un have preferred the name of Manzana
tlement were adjacent Indian lands
San Francisco, April i2. The board for forging a telegraph pass will enlist
.
opened from time to time until today appointed to inquire into the charge in the government service for one interesting one, inasmuch as It will be duty had he ever seen htm In an Ine- less he decides to go to Toronto. He instead of Torrance for the
the territory has an area about equal preferred against the Right Rev. Dr. year. He will make a good brick ban watched all over the country. Mr, briated condition,
V
sent notices to the presidents of the
to that of the stato of Ohio. Today W. II. Moreland, missionary bisiiop of dler. It was by the alleged use of
He further stated that when the ccal roads today that President NichCorliett & Hanlon now have their
Doran's attorney Is United States At
crew reported for duty at 10 o'clock ols, Fahey and Detty had been ap- office in the poBtofflce building. Slnca
the territory has a population of 400,-00- Sacramento, and the presiding bishop pen that he was confined in the legal torney W. B. Chllders, of this city.
and the assessed valuation of prop- of the Episcopal church in the United pen.
Saturday morning, be talked, with Oer pointed as the miners' representatives the- warm weather came they hava
On October 31, last, Doran boarded
erty exceeds $50,000,000. When Ok- States, and to determine whether or
John Willis and Arthur Drake, who
man in the office. German waa asking
ot conciliation and asked
lahoma was born only one railroad not he shall be brought to trial be- touched Mike Mandell and Simon a train at Albuquerque for Trinidad for a lay off, saying he was not feeling on the board
Continue on p?e 'ou'
they make their appointments as
that
will
a
clothes,
a
for
bunch
of
sleeping
Stern
Colo.,
car. The well, and when informed by Mr. Mur- soon as possible, so that a meeting
and took
fore a court of bishops, met here towear the stripes for one year.
day to begin their investigations.
Pullman conductor came along and de phy that the entire crew had been re-I- t ran be held.
CERTAINLY
MYSTERIOUS.
Charles Robinson was In the parade manded his transportation.
The charges made against the Bishased until Monday morning he deSECONO
NIGHT
Doran
op include:
Conspiracy with others He received eighteen months for gave him his official commission. The
i vi ivt uip uvuiv.
iA
Fa
ru
ut
S,
&
on
check
working
bogus
Vann
a
to establish a mission at Vallejo; deConductor Murphy had an affidavit I poriiand, Ore., April 22.-- The
next morning he hunted up the Pull- fifth
mnn
nrwl nalrori ft
Jhe Disappearance of Harry Huck ciding a controversy concerning As- Son.
tha va. drawn up to the effect that Oermau annual championship tournament of
year
Three
The Sf. Jospph Bazaar Proving a Big;
were;.
other
one
men
cension church, Vallejo, without giving
turn of Ills Credentials. The Pullman had been a sober and Industrious man I tne Pacific Northwest Golf association
the rector and vestry a hearing; caus- James Daniels, forgery; Charles Ma conductor told mm bo bad
discharge
Attracts More Attention.
in
while
which
of
duties,
his
opened auspiciously today on the links
turned all
Success,
ing schism; introducing into the par- son, larceny from dwelling, and John tickets over to
the porter Dorta was up to within forty hours of his f tne Waverly club. The participants
ish of rectors and solemnizing mar- Dougherty, larceny and breaking Jail. hunted up the porter, who told him he mysterious death.
golfers
Include
Butte,
from
amateur
James P. Demlng won the premium
Ed. Lovltt, the rear brakeman of the Helena, Vancouver, Seattle, Victoria,
NOT A WORD OF HIS WHEREABOUTS. riages; making reckless and misleadhad given the commission to another
ing statements; and finally, that he roll. He will do time for two years man, who left the
ARTICLES AUCTIONED OFF.
crew, testified that he had entered the Spokane, Tacoma and other cities. The
N.
at
train
Raton,
and bIx months for forgery.
plays tennlc.
10 and 11 o'clock program covers
M. It was a month before Inspector caboose between
days.
three
Justo Mares, the Santa Fe store
The mysterious disappearance of
Sunday morning, to clean up the cahouse employe, whose wholesale steal- Doran recovered the commission and boose, but seeing
Harry Huck, son of the prominent
The second night at the St. Joseph's
laying
a
on
German
DELEGATE RODEY.
ings caused a sensation, will now sing in the meantime his pecuniary loss
hospital bazaar was one ot a brilliant
Chicago millionaire, and a brother of
TOWN OF MOUNTAINS.
bunk at the other end of the car, and
great,
was
llablility,
his
and
under
his
that beautiful ballad, "Stars and official bond, still greater.
success. Every booth In the hall saw
Mrs. Marshall Field, Jr., from the
supposing he was asleep, he left the
Stripes." minus the stars, for eighteen
a marked increase in their financial
about a week ago. Is a mystery
caboose
disturbing
German,
without
case
The
has
an
Interestassumed
dealings over the first night.
after all. Huck was in ill health, was He Wants "Statehood" Displayed on months.
The
not even going to the part of the car
ing
every
phase
one
and
connected
The eleventh man was James Nolan,
A Correspondent Writes a Few Pointcut ofT from the Huck allowance, and
crowd that attended the carnival
lying.
was
where
German
with
postoffice
the
department
In
the
another forger. He will be present at
was known at different times to make
were as generous hearted as they were
Visit of President Roosevelt.
When the reports, which were circu
United States, as well as every
the Institution for one year.
From the New Town.
ers
merry and gay, from which fact It
almost insane threats regarding his
lated,
drinking
German
had
is
compelled
that
been
to yield to
A batch of prisoners, no matter how traveler who
existence. His letters relating to his
(an readily be seen that as a social
at
various
investigated,
were
saloons,
peremptory
the
almost
demands
of
good
or evil looking, always attract atsocial standing, which secured him unevent It occupied a most conspicuous)
LETTER ON THE SUBJECT.
tention. This morning as the county Pullman conductors and porters, will they were found to be without any
THE BELEN
limited credit, are not questioned as to
position.
whatever.
by
was
be
truth
It
Dr.
In
Interested
Its
outcome.
stated
Attorresidents marched from the depot to
their genuine qualities, but a man's
The auctioneering of many useful
ney Chllders has taken hold of the Elder, who examined the body, that
car,
public
their
curious
the
made
family reputation Is not his own.
and beautiful articles, when sold by
L'ditor New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M. many inquiries as to who a certain case with a view of fighting it to a the little over a half pint of whisky, Special Correspondence.
His sudden departure was a surprise
the powerful and convincing voice of
which he Is supposed to have conAlbuquerque, N. M., April 18, 1903.
person was and what was the offense. finish.
Mountainair, N. M., April 20. Moun-talnai- H. Scott Knight, was a very Interestto those with whom he was dally asso- '"I
would
In
not
sumed,
him
have
affected
notice In your issue of yesterday Many questions were asked regarding
the new town on the Santa Fe ing, and w hen the raffling reached the
ciated, no one having any knowledge that you
any way. The only thing found near
advise that the deenrafirma the old woman with a sad and emotion- cut off, now has a postoffice which is dolls, it I'ccanie a very amusing featCOMING
OF
of his intention to leave.
PRESIDENT.
committee of Santa Fe do not In any j less face who trudged along in the
already doing a good business. It la a ure. At the several
Considering his gloomy
and de- manner Dring rorward
raffles, the win-- "
Continued on page four.
statehood In the ' rear.
great convenience to the grading con- ners were greatly pleased
spondent frame of mind whicn ren- way of mottoes,
with
etc.,
in
Its
person
over
an
decorations
inqulbitlve
When
tractors along the line, as well as the presents received. A beautiful busttho.
dered his existence an unfortunate on theoceaslon of
Dreyfus Demands Inquiry.
of'
the
visit
pres.
He
of
up
Will
the
Given
was
was
be
sent
a
told
for
she
that
Unique Card of
period to himself and irritating those
l'urls, April 22. Dreyfus has sent a citizens of the new metropolis. Mrs. Mozart was won by Postmaster R. W.
and you argue
the president tempting to kill, a look of horror would
Oeorge
V.
Hanlon
around him, the refusal of assistance knows all about our that
is
postmistress.
letter to War Minister Andre, demand-luHopkins; a pin cushion of an artistla
desire in that re- - creep over the face and not another
Club Membership.
There are now twelve grading camps designs was won by Arthur Ileyn, and1
from home, which was humiliating gard and that it would be more
an inquiry in regard to the docuor
less
said,
word
be
would
to his sensitive nature, a man with of an affront to him to do so.
ment which it is alleged that Emperor scattered along the line between Belen then came boxes of cigars, sewing bags
To come In contact with a prisoner,
a life burdened with hopeless trials
William in a marginal note declared and Wlllard, and the work is progress and other pretty articles, which afPermit me to suggest that to leave' one who has violated the laws of his
MEETING. HELD LAST NIGHT.
as these, becomes careless and des- statehood out altogether would
Dreyfus had supplied documents ing last. It Is the Intention to throw forded a series of amusement for the.
that
in or her country, no matter how small
up a grade at flrBt Just wide enough large
perate concerning the laws regula- my opinion and I am sure In the be,
Germany.
to
crowd.
oplnthe offense may be. always fills an
to support a temporary track and
ting human life.
ion of many residents of New Mexico, Interested spectator with a temporary
The
Elks will have right of way
The directors of the Commercial
Northern Pacific Strike Settled.
have the steam shovels widen the Friday night, and It has been Inti
These are the facts that cause his, somewhat of a piece of cowardice. You 'fear
or
horror of the man or woman, club met last evening In the club parSt. Paul, April 22. Thomas Cooper, grade later. The steam shovels will
friends to fear that he intended to put tay that if senators or congressmen
mated that the ladies Intend to give .
the nunishln hand nf the lors and elected President Roosevelt general manager of the Northern Pa- not begin work before August
au end to his troubles. Word of his .were In the party, then to nut atatA-'in- held kunder
or pos- them an evening of rare pleasure.
,.
v.
i
i
t
fen
honorary
member.
cific railroad, has completed the set- sibly later, and work on the big cut at
strange actions and mysterious dlsap- - hood mottoes In the decorations would
The chances oa the handsome Elks'
While none of Bernalillo's delegates
It was also voted to present the tlement with the trainmen of that sys- the summit will not begin until
pearauce has been sent to his father be proper. Permit me to suggest
that charm are going fast and at least one-- .
that are serving time for any extremely ser- - president with the most unique mem- tem. The schedule
comnow
has
been
time.
"
Elk will wear a pleasant smile afterv
" V
lt , uullc an proper 10 pui siaienooq lous orrenses, they, beyond all doubt. bership card ever orlglntted by any pleted and the final settlement signed
Eggleston & Mathews, the first con- the raffle Friday night.
efforts to locate the whereabouts of uiunoca iu. uih aecorauong wnen tne are receiving their
Just
dues
are
A
and
club
In
country.
Navajo
the
Baddle by members of the committee for the tra tors east of Mountainair, received
young Huck have been without sue- - president Is being received alone. The . far
The ladles In charge of the affatrx.
better off under the lust hand of blhnket Is to be woven with the follow- trainmen and Mr. Cooper for the
the balance of their outfit the other are feeling Jubilant over the success;
6S.
president is one of the branches of the the government.
ing Inscription:
"Theodore Rooae- day and they will soon have the first ot
opening nights.
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Virginia Not True,

Four Protestant Denominations May Consolidate.
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The Ninth Annual Meeting of the National
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAli.iT CITIZEN, WE ONE DAY, APRIL 22 1903
L. C. Blum, Pueblo: W. E. Hampton,

If anybody Is sick at your house, that makes it all the moie
that you should come here for the medicines which your doctor
The markets of the world do not afford purer drugs than re
Our stock of DUUGS and SUNDKIES Is full and complete

B. H. BRIOQS & CO.,
PR0P5.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

CORNER OOLU AVE.

FIRST STREET

San Francisco; William D. Radcllffe,
Belen; J. II. Troutman; C. J. Shepard,
E. L. Flynn, W. T. BrlnKerhoff, Chicago; Charles O. Mlddleton, Cincinnati; Mrs. M. L. Christian, Columbus,
Ohio; A. J. Loomls. Santa Fe; C. C.
Clark, New York; Miss N. C. Peterson,
Washington; I. H. Beck, Red Cloud,
Neb.; H. McCreary. Kansas City; C. E.
Norton, North Platte, iseb,; Miss Ethel
Webb, England; C. B. Hinds, Los

To ex pel the

poisons wi
have
aceumu-la'e-

In
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1882

ays-ih-

1903

'

d

e

(luring the
Inter yon
ought to take

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Csnned Goods,
Jss. Heekln ft Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.
purlller bejnre

Ittrrs.
ire Heit

It ia
the
spring
tonic and biota

the ( unite.
a so cures
Stomach,
Bowel and

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PA88EO FACILITIES

1 1

Staple and Fancy Groceries

liver,

114 South Second

THE

Kid-

Hllsboro

ney Disorders.

Creamery

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUh,

M.

N.

Street

Butter

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

Best on

Earth.

Try It and see
Sturges' European.
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Failroad Topics
F. H. Mudge, engineer of Santa Fe
In Albuquerque yesterday.
Seraplo Romero, who hag a tie contract on the Albuquerque Eastern, is
In the city.
Cheap rates are offered by the Santa
Fc company for all who desire to see
President Roosevelt at either Albuquerque or Santa Fe.
Hhe body of II. C. Proffit, the young
railroad roan who died at the Santa Fe
hospital, Las Vegas, was shipped for
burial at the family home in Raymond,
Kas.
The last issue of the Railway Age
contained a long Illustrated article on
the work done by D. Lantry & Sons for
the Santa Fe in China Basin at San
Francir.co.
The Santa Fe .pay roll, at the local
shops, was materially Increased last
month, and the major part of these
'
wages, if not all, was left with the
merchants of this city.
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
the Santa Fe Central railway, entertained last evening at a "smoker" at
the quarters of the Pennsylvania club
on upper San Francisco street.
The Rock Island surveyors have completed the survey from Graham to
Throckmorton, Texas, and are now
running the line to Haskell. The citizens of these two latter points are confident the road is to be built at once.
Walter Bell, for some time night
clerk at the Castaneda, Las Vegas,
has gone to Topeka to accept the Important position as cashier in the new
Harvey house. Temporary Cashier J.
F. Shea is adding the duties of the day
clerk to his own, while Day Clerk R.
M. Splvey Is taking the night shift.
Plans have been prepared by the
"Wabash for doubling its terminal fatuities at Detroit by the addition of
twenty-eigh- t
tracks to the yards at
Twelfth street. Through freight service Is being arranged for between Toledo and Detroit by way of Milan and
the Ann Arbor road.
The memorable exhibit of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad at the Chicago
exposition in 1893 is to be repeated,
and perhaps, improved upon, in the
world's fair next year, under the
charge, as before, of Maj. J. O. Pang-liorn- .
The company has secured 60,000
square feet of space.
A verdict of $75,000 damages was
awarded by a jury in the supreme
court of New York in the suit brought
against the New York Central
by the heirs of Alfred M. Perrln,
of New Rochelle, former president of
the United States Paper Bag company,
who was killed in the Park avenue tunnel accident.
The Santa Fe Is preparing for the
big rush of stock transportations
which are expected to begin about the
middle of May. Division Master Mechanic Todd, of Topeka, posted notices
that engine crews would be needed for
the Oklahoma and Panhandle road,
and requested all who wished to
be transferred temporarily to notify
the round house foreman.
Hon. Eugenlo Romero has returned
to Las Vegas from Manana and his
Santa Fe Central tie camps. Mr. Romero reports track laying along the
une as progressing at the rate of two
miles a day from both ends, and says
it will be complete by not later than
July 1. Dirt is also flying on the grade
of the Albuquerque Eastern from
toward the Rio Grande.
The local shops of the Santa Fe are
doing a great deal of work for the Lan-try- s
Just now in the repair of machinery from the cut off works at Belen.
There is a big pile driver in the yards
to be fixed up and made ready for service again and the Lantry engine, No.
10. Is in the back shops. When the cut
off is completed there will be a boom
in work in the Albuquerque shops..
President Frank Trumbull, of the
Colorado & Southern, who has been in
poor health for some time, has decided to go abroad at an early day to take
He will
a vacation and recuperate.
leave about the first of May and will
spend some time at the baths at Carlsbad, Germany. Mrs. Trumbull will accompany h!m.
During his absence
Harry Van Mater, assistant to the
president, will attend to bis affairs.
It Is announced that reduced rates
from all points have been made to St.
ICiils on account of the world's fair
dedication on the basis of one fare for
the round trip, except in western territory, where the rate will be one fare
for the round trip plus $2. From points
within 100 miles of St. Louis the rate
will be one and
fare, and soldiers, sailors and other uniformed
bodies will be carried at one cent per
mile.
The Topeka Slate Journal says: After regulating the working time of the
men at the Santa Fe shops for many
years the big whistle, which is familiar to nearly everyone In Topeka, is to
be torn down and substituted by a larger whistle. The bowls of the new
whistle are to be sixteen inches In diameter, four inches larger than the old
whistle. It is to be put up over the
new power house and will be ready for
use in about a week.
The United States supieme court refused to reverse the decision of the
United States circuit court of appeals
for the Fifth circuit in the case of the
Ttxas Pacific Railway Company vs.
Abe Behelmer. Behelmer was a brake-maand being knocked off the top of
a car by a bump In coupling, caught
his troupers on a nail ami was pretty
badly hurt. He was awarded damages
amounting to $10,000. Justice Holmes,
in delivering the decision of the court,
said that a certain amount of bumping
was to be expected In coupling cars.
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There were 94 passengers aboard
will be on sale from July 1 to July 10 the California limited when It passed
and will be good on the west bound through the city last night and It goes
train for thirty days. Stopovers will east daily carrying between seventy
be allowed at Denver and all other and 100 passengers.
points so that the visitors to the Endeavor meeting can continue their trip
Due Notice Is Served.
to the coast on the cheap rate. The
Due notice Is hereby served on the
good
for
to
return
the
are
be
tickets
public generally that DeWltt 8 Witch
trip until August 31.
Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
market that is made from the pure,
Danger of Colds and Grip.
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWltt's
and
The greatest danger from colds
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia. Witch Hazel Salve has cured thou
If reasonable care Is used, however, sands of cases of piles that would not
Cough Remedy yield to any other treatment, and this
and Chamberlain's
taken, all danger will be avoided. fact has brought out many worthless
Those persons who get
Among th3 tens of thousands who have counterfeits.
used this remedy for these diseases we the genuine DeWitfa Witch Hazel
have yet to learn of a single case re- Salve are never disappointed, because
sulting in pneumonia, which shows it cures. B. H. Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann
conclusively that It is a certain pre ft Son.
ventative of that dangerous disease.
WILL IMPORT SWEDES.
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
treatany
other
grip In less time than
Santa Fe Backing a Colorado Colonizament. It is pleasant and safe to take.
tion Scheme.
For sale by all druggists.
A colonization scheme Is being form
ulated in Denver by a company of loINCREASE ON RIO GRANDE.
cal people at the head of which Is C.
Will Distribute $10,000 a Month In Ad- O. Nlkirk, city agent for the Santa Fe
railroad. The company has made ardition to Present Pay Roll.
rangements to bring 100 Swedish fam
from Denver
A special dispatch
ilies to this country and will place
says:
on farms, where it is expected a
them
&
The committee from the Denver
large amount of money will be made.
Rio Grande and Rio Grande Western
a definite location has not yet
engineers and firemen, which has been While
upon. It Is learned from
decided
been
laboring with the officials of the systhat a large tract of
information
inside
tem since January 26, has ended its land has been secured In the south
work by securing a large increase in
port of Pueblo county, Colo
pay and other concessions from the western
and
rado,
that a ditch will be run
road. Most of the members of the through that territory. The colonists
committee have returned to their have already been secured and will
homes.
come direct from Sweden and they will
The men have secured a blanket arrive within a month. It is said that
wage Increase of 6 per cent on simple
Immigrants are exceptionally in
engines and 7 per cent on compound the
telligent
and are scientific farmers.
engines, with a special increase on The company proposes to divide the
certain classes running as high as 45 tract Into forty acre farms, and it is
per cent and making the average inthe intention to raise mostly garden
crease in wages about 10 per cent for truck, for which there is a ready sale
the 800 engineers and firemen of the In Denver and other cities in that visystem. This means an enlargement cinity. For
the first year alfalfa will
of the pay roll about $10,000 a month. probably be the principal crop raised
general
besides
the
The concessions
In order to give the ditch company
Increase are considered most valuable time to construct Us laterals for the
by the engineers and firemen. The passeason.
senger mileage has been reduced from next
105 to 100 miles a day maximum and
Save the Loved Ones!
75 to 70 miles a day minimum. This Is
Mrs. Mary A. Vliet, Newcastle, Colo.,
considered equal to an Increase of writes:
"I believe Ballard's Hore-hounwages of 4.8 per cent.
Syrup Is superior to any other
The company agreed to take much cough medicine, and will do all that Is
of the work for caring for parts of the claimed for It, and it is so pleasant to
machinery off the hands of the engtn take. My little girl wants to take it
eers and to place other parts more con when she has no need for it." Ballard's
venient to use. It is agreed that no Horehound Syrup is the great cure for
engineer will be kept out of work Ion all pulmonary ailments. 25c, 60c and
ger than five days while his engine is $1.00, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
being repaired.
Ruppe.
The engineers asked that thirteen
LOSES TO BAYARD.
men be reinstated that had been dls
charged for various causes. The comSilver City Base Ball Team Went to
MEAL TIME DRINKS.
Defeat Score 14 to 22.
The base ball game at Fort Bayard
Should Be Selected to Suit the Health Sunday showed poor playing on the
as Well as the Taste.
part of both Silver City and Fort BayWhen the coffee toper, ill from coffee ard, as the score of 14 to 22 signifies.
drinking, finally leaves off coffee the The fault on the part of the Silver
battle Is only half won. Most people City nine was lack of practice, and
require some hot drink at meal time with Fort Bayard the loss of three
and they also need the rebuilding agent good players was the cause. The first
to build up what coffee has destroyed. Inning was a sample of what the whole
Postum is the rebuilder, the other half game proved to be. Balls passed
of the battle.
through Fort Bayard men's bands and
Some people stop coffee and drink Silver City scored seven times and
hot water but find this a thin, unpal- went out to allow the soldier nine to
atable diet, with no rebuilding prop- do the same five times. Flies were
erties. It Is much easier to break missed by men on both teamB, no one
away from coffee by serving strong, being able to get under the ball. Bathot, well boiled Postum in its place. A ting was the only feature which could
prominent wholesale grocer at Fair-baul- be praised at all, and this failed to
Minn., says: "For a long time continue with Silver City men after
I was.Jiervous and could not digest my Hidalgo was put
in the box.
I went to a doctor who prefood.
If the Silver City nine now organized
scribed a tonic and told me to leave off would do some hard practicing and go
coffee and drink hot water.
into the game with all the vim and
"I did so for a time and got some eagerness which they are known to
relief, but did not get entirely well so possess, there is no doubt that their
I lost patience and said:
'Oh, well, success would be most marked. They
coffee Isn't the cause of my troubles' should have the backing of the Silver
and went back to drinking it. I be- City people, and with their own effort
came worse than ever. Then Postum they could soon boast of one of the
was prescribed. It was not made right best teams in the territory. The maat first and for two mornings I could terial necessary for a good base ball
hardly drink It.
team Is here, that was evident In the
"Then I had it boiled full fifteen game Sunday, for on several occasions
minutes and used good cream and I good plays were made which with
had a most charming beverage.
practice would mean excellent
ex"I fairly got fat on the food drink ceptional work. All the boys and Is
need
and my friends asked me what had the support of the town,
prachappened I was so well. I was set tice they will develop and with
a first class
right and cured when Postum was team which plays real ball.
This remade right.
should be reached before the
sult
"I know other men here who use Fourth of July, for on
this date the
Postum, an.ong others the cashier of contest for
championship will bethe
the security Bank and a well known gin and Silver City should come out
clergyman.
In the lead.
"My firm sells a lot of Postum and
The game Sunday was meant to be
I am certainly at your service for Pos- one
of practice, and the agreement be
tum cured me of stomach trouble." tween the teams was
that it should be.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle Silver City had an Inexperienced
team
Creek, Mich.
and the Bayard team had one which
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Rapidly come the days when you need warm weather wearables. We have made
great preparations this yer to have just what is strictly correct and
In only one way we can demonstrate to you that we have the stock and that is to
have your strictest investigation. Remember it is no trouble for us to show goods.
up-to-dat- e.

FIGURED
LAWNS
A

great array of de-

signs and colorings
two solid cases no
two patterns alike
regular 10c lawns for

Sic yd
DIMITIES AND

LAWNS....
of very sheer quality

beautiful coloring
same fabric sold
lost season for 20c a
yard

yd

WASH SILKS

UNDER VESTS

in waists patterns of four
yards no two alike
best
grade of silk

We gained quite a lepnta-Ho- n
last season on our superb
stock of Ladies' Underwear.
We are going to do still better
this year. No lady should go
out of onr store until she has
seen the regular shaped, low
necked and sleeveless vests for

$2. SO

grades

2lcto31.50yd

... 13.
TRY MISSOURI'S BEST
MEYERS-ABE-

for

we hive four distinct
styles to show you.

rort

48cinsuit
finer

other stylos

7So mult

.OO
Waists in an endless
variety w h i t e and
colored.

goods

ror novelties

In the walmt
line mk to ee our

AS TO
HOW TO MAKE YOUR DRESS
OR OTHER GARMENTS

GEISHA WAISTS

?L'

y

In which we have one of a model

'

from

$2.73

QIO.OO

IBe A CORY

&
HLIrlSLD
WEST

RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-300-- 310

THE

tJ

This week was never
known before in the
city.

with the lace trimmed and
flare umbrella leg knee
length special

lace line. It is useless for us to

values ranging in price from

than evcr.such values
that we are offering
for MT
each

UNIONLADirm
SUITS

everything and anything in the

attempt to describe the many

greater variety

m

2c to 75c yd

endless variety

WAISTS
in a

ISC, 20C
12C,
nd up to 7 Be.

IF YOU ARE UNDECIDED

We have in

vr

also the better

No other store in the city
or territory can show you the
range of prices or the assortment so complete in Swiss,
Cambric and Nainsook Edge-Ing- s
and I nsertlons Prices
from

LACES
a

lOc each

EMBROIDERIES AND
.... LA CES. ...

SHIRT

COMPANY,

L

Distributers,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

$35-0-

$25.00 One Way

had practiced. Naturally their efforts
to run up a big score and make a poor
game proved successful. Silver City,
to play real ball needs Fort Bayard's
support, but seems to gain only dis
couragement by playing there. Silver
City Independent.
A Thoughtful

If you expect to go to California, why not go wheu the railroad fare is low? From now to June 15,
IMS.
there for $25.00. You may buy a round trip ticket May 13 or May 13 to 19 inclusive, for 835.00
a considerable reduction from current rates. These round trip tickeU will be limited td June 16, and
liberal
stopover privileges accorded.
The one-fartickets will be accepted for passage in free chair cars carried on fast trains. If sleeper ta
desired, tickets will be accepted for passage in tourist sleepers on payment of customary
Pullman chars.
The round trip tickets wil be honored on any Santa Fe train Pullman space extra. Santa Fe all the way.
you may go

Man.

Austin, of Winchester, ind.,
knew what to do In the hour of need.
His wife had such an unusual case of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
could not help her. He thought of and
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
she got relief at once and was finally
cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
M. M.

e

A profusely Illustrated folder lss ued by the Santa Fe describes
the trip
to California, and also contains complete schedules of the special trains to
be run for those who avail themselves of the low rate made for the general
assembly of the Presbyterian church and
general convention of Master
Plubers. Sent free on request

o

BA8E BALL.
The Reds of Old Town Have Organized
for the Season.
Manager M. C. Ortiz will again take
charge of the Reds this year, and he
hopes to turn out a winning team. The
club has been organized with the following well known players:
E. C.
Quler, Antonio Ortiz, William Brown,
H. W. S. Otero, Alonio Garcia, Cris-tovMoya, Zeledon Olguin, E. 8. Shep-parT. R. Duran
and J, Cosgrove.
will act as official scorer for the sea- Bon. Last year the Reds won eleven
games and were not defeated. On Sunday afternoon at 2:30 oclock, at the
fair grounds, they will cross bats with
the Tigers and a good game may be
expected. H. W. S. Otero will do the
twirling for the Reds, and if he Is in
his old time form of three years ago,
when he pitched the ball team of the
New Mexico Military institute to victory, the Tigers batsmen will find his
curves hard to hit.
The First Regiment band will be in
attendance and the Como Estomas
quartet will also be present. A royal
good time Is assured.

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerquey N. M.
See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
now on display. Prices range from

Subscribe for The Citizen.

1

$10

to $20.
8IMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
0

W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment
has arrived many new
styles in patent vlci, vicl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
8TERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)

The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUOR

TIME TABLE

!2
In

AND

CQARL

"S

Sole Agents for Lamp's Standard
KAeot

ttforauibnr

ieoa.
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Kinmn
I No. 7, Mex.
ft Cal. Express,, 10:06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited ... .10: 40 a.m.
LEAVE) GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:80 a.m.
o. , uuicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express ....
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING 80UTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15 p.m.
No. 8, California Limited .... 1 1 : 00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the eaat
tnd No. 2 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F.
MTER3. Agent

Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Inpermanent cure.
Dr.
Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug EaBt Bound
West Bound
No. 428
No. 425
store.
9:00 auilLv... Santa Fe 7SI 6:20 pm
FIGHTING ARENA.
11:00 am
. . . Espanola
8:00 pm
1:05 pm
. . . Embudo
1:05 pm
Prize Ring Authorized by President 3:40 pm .Tres
Pledras... 10:05 am
Diaz to Be Set Up at Juarlz, Mex.
6:35 pm . .. Antonlto
7:35 am
A special dispatch from El Paso, 8:50 pm
. .. Alamosa
6:10 am
Texas, under date of April 20, says:
. .. Pueblo
8:05 am
1:37 am
There Is a proposition on hand 7:15 am Ar... Denver . ,.Lv 9:30 pm
among the local sportsmen to pull off
Trains run daily except Sunday.
a series of prize fights in Juarez. PresConnections with the main line and
ident Diaz has just issued a new order, branches
as follows:
which provides that fights may be
At Antonito for Durango,
brought off In any state in the republic and all points in the San JuanSilverton
country.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
so long as the consent of the governor
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
of that state is secured. The consent for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
of the governor of Chihuahua can be and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or
Del
flionte
vista,
Norte and Denver,
secured.
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
The promoters are already going Creede and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED.
valley.
Salida
At
with main line
ahead and forming plans to build a big
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
clubhouse in that city and arrange to and
BATHS AND
west Including Leadvllle and nar
SANITARY
pull off many sporting events of note row gauge
points between Salida and
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
that are now pulled off In the eastern Grand Junction.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
cities; In fact, they are working on
At Florence and Canon City for the
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
much the same lints as did Dan gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
r
Stuart, who pulled oft the
PLAN- bout In this vicinity sev- Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
eral years ago and who tried to get a for all points east.
For further Information address the
Proprietor and Owner.
concession from the .Mexican government to pull off prize fights In Juarez. undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
The first fight will occur May 9.
in standard gauge sleepers from AlaA. E.
Foley's Honey ami 'Jar contains no mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
plication
opiates, and will not constipate like
B. W. ROBBINS, Gen. Agt.,
nearly all other cough medicines. Refeecretary Mutual Building Aisoclailoa
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. S. K. HOOPER. O. P. Santa Fe, N. M.
A., Denver, Colo. Office at J. C Uaidrldge'a Lumber Tar4

stant relief,

Round Trip

0

k

004KSK4KK

CHA8. L. KEPPELER,
213 8outh Second

Propriety
Street

Q. Badaracco
Dealer In

O en era I

Herchandise ana
Liquors

Proprietor of the Summer dardesk
All Kinds of Country Produce Bonskl

ana Bold.
Free to all Parta 4
the City.

Goods Delivered

Corner of Third and Tljeraa
Albuquerque
New Maxlo

THESoutnARCADE
First Street
311

FRANK

VAJO,

Proprietor.

The oest ot liquors served to yafc
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bra
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERGRailroad Avenue.
212 W.

The finest line of Llquore and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially

iolve

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

Fltzsim-mons-Mahe-

0C04K4PoKi
WALKER

MELINI & tAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQLTRS

4V

CIGARS

We candle everything .a wr lia
Distillers Agent
Special distributors Taylor it
Louisville, Kentucky.

.

Willi!;

Ill

ft.

First St,

Albuquerque, N. H

THE ALBtlQUEKQUfc DAJLY CITIZEN 'WEDNESDAY'
CAUSE

Farley of New York, Qulgley of Chicago, Riordan. of San Francisco; Ireland, of St. Paul, and Keans, of

UNKNOWN.

DELEGATE

meeting of the university
trustees will be maoe notaMe hy the
Installation tomorrow of the new rector. Mgr. Denis F. O'Connell, and the
of the new
laying of the corner-stonpaullst house of studies, which Is to be
a tranng BChool for Catholic mission
There are several questions
rrlegtg
,,efore the arcbDlshops that will make
thp,r pregpnt meeting one of unusual
mportance. Foremost among these Is
,ije demand frora Rome for Arnerlcan
mlp8lonar1e8 ln the Philippines and
n porto Rlc0 an, a q,IeBtlon hardly
8econd to u i. Italian 80rUal care.
the number of Italian catholics coming
to America at this time breaking all
records. Another subject to receive
attention Is that of socialism, whoso
rapid strides In some parts of the country has attracted the attention of the
Roman Catholic chttrcn authorities.

(Concluded from page one.)

(Concluded from phge one.)

The

on which ne was found dead,
was two half pint boMes, one entirely
empty and the other over naif full.
Yne stories regarding the amount of
money he had In his possession wnen
last seen and the amount when found.
have caused a mystery to center
round the affair. One party, whose
name could not be learned, passed the
remark among a few people that he
had seen German Friday night with
over $200 In hu possession; another
Btory, wnicn wasspreaa ny ku.p.
that he had 2i Saturday morning.
When these statements, If they be
truths, are placed under consideration
with the two bits found on his dead
body. It looks mysterious.
His friends are anxious that a post
mortem examination be held, as they
fear that his unexpected death might
have resulted from loin play. But such
Default Against Packer.
an examination, at the county's exChicago, April 22. A formal order
pense, is considered by some as Im- of default was entered y Judge Gross-cupossible, since statements have been
today against the packers who
midn which, if thev are true, would have failed to answer the govern- not gain the support of a county In a mf,nf8 anti trust bill. The final order
post mortem examination. The re-- - 0j injunction was not entered against
mains are still at the undertaking par- the defendants, owing to the absence
lors of O. W. Strong & Sons, and will ' of District Attorney Bethca from the
undoubtedly be sent to Mrs. German's c)ty jt i9 expected that the packers
emm- "
will appeal when the final order Is en- Dome in tuition,
week.
tered.
The verdict rendered by the Jury has
Vanderbilt Wedding.
for the present cleared up the matter
London, April 22. The engagement
as nearly as can be accomplished, and
unless more evidence can be brought of Mrs. Lewis H. Rutherford to Wm.
to light the verdict rendered today K. Vanderbilt is confirmed. It Is not
will remain as final.
known whether the wedding will take
place here or at Paris, but it will not
THE ETHNOLOGIST.
teke place at the United States embassy here or at the London residence of
H. R. Voth on a Visit to Arizona In- Secretary White, Mrs. Rutherford's
dians.
brother-in-law- .
H. R. Voth, the ethnologist, and who
Frozen to Death.
has studied the American Indian for
Breslaa, Silesia, April 22. Dispatch
the past twenty years, left last evening for the Mokl Indian country in es from various parts of Silesia report
Arizona. He is in this part of the that the bodies of fifteen persons who
country ln the Interest of the Field were frozen to death during Sunday's
Columbian museum of Chicago. Dur- snow storm have been found in the
ing his two days' stay in this city he snow drifts. A number of people are
pent the greater part of his time at still missing.
the Harvey museum and at the InDedicate St. Norbert College.
dian school, where he was entertained
Depere, Wis., April 22. St. Nor- by Supervisor Wright. Mr. Voth probably knows more about the American bert's College was formally dedicated
Green Bay
Indian than any other man, which was today. Bishop Messmer of
deliverwere
and
addresses
officiated
acquired by personal contact. The
prominent speakers.
Field museum win soon publish the ed by several
grammar and vocabulary of the Moki
The Shamrock.
Indian and for this purpose has sent
Southhampton, April 22 The Sham
Mr. Voth to do the work. He photo- rock III was surveyed ln dry dock to
graphed the Mokl dobs of the Harvey day.. It was found that It had sustaincollection, which is said, to be the ed no damage below the water line.
finest collection anywhere outside of
Dividend Declared.
the Field museum. During his stay
at the Moki reservation he will look New York, April 22. The Northern
out for the Harvey museum, and a Securities company has declared the
consignment will soon be shipped to regular quarterly dividend of l',4 per
cent, payable on May 4.
this city.

the bunk

e

RODEY.

pressed themselves pretty thoroughly
that subject.
"He will not think any the more of
us If we leave out the matter that Is
dearest to our hearts In his reception.
We either were In good faith in our
fight for statehood, or we were not. If
we were in good faith, we ought to
show the president of the United
States, now when the opportunity offers, that our fight was made In good
faith, and that we still want state-

on

APRIL

The Correct Version,

p

INSPECTION

Turning gray ? Why
not have the early,
dark, rich color restored? it's easily
donevvithAyer'sHair

We cordially invite the
public to inspect our Ratan
windows while on the way
to the Bazaar this week.

Vigor.

.....

m--

l'"a,Xi''av

Well-know-

n

agree-veye-

prize-winnin-

d,

g

Atlantic Service.
April 22. The Atlantic
Transport line today inugurated Its
fortnight service between New York
and Southampton with the steamer
Menominee. The boats are to carry
saloon passengers
in addition to
freight.

o

The Ladles' Aid Society of the Presbyterian church will give a tea at the
tesidence of Mrs. J. A. Summers, 601
Roma avenue, Thursday afternoon,
from 3 to 6.

well-know-

o

o

17

S'oitlli

Hrst Btieet

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)

o

Men's canvas Oxfords, 1.15; Men's
canvas shoes, $1.15 and $1.50. They
fire neat, cool, comfortable and econo
mic. Examine them at C. May's Pop
ular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Rail
road avenue.

Wool, Hides, Pelts

o

Brewed by the Southwestern Brew
cry & Ice company is tho present bock
Leer. On tap at the various saloons of
the city.

We handle

Hi i

K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

o

To Property Owners.
If you wish to avoid paying taxes on
25 per cent additional to your property
returns, see that your assessment Is
made before May , as the penalty will
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
Church Entertainment.
"Ye sweetie songes of ye olde folkes
at ye crossing of Madison road and
Cossltt turnpike, at ye meetylng
house," under direction of Uncle
Grlrashaw Houghton, at the
Lead Avenue Methodist church, Tues
day evening, April 28. All the notable
actors and actresses of the "Madison
road and Cossltt turnpike" neighbor
hood will be present for the purpose
of pleasing the multitude.

III

I
i

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLORI ETA, N. M.

-

1

j

SPRING REQUIRITES

Am-azla- h

MOTH BALLS AND GUM CAMPHOR FOR PUTTING AWAY WINMOTH AND
TER GARMENTS.
DUST PROOF BAGS FOR THE SAME
PURPOSE. FRESH LOT OF BEST
INSECT POWDER, AMMONIA, BORo
AX, CHLORIDE OF LIME, COPDrink the celebrated bock beer PERAS, ETC., AT
brewed by the Southwestern Brewery
& Ice company. Call for it at the sa
loons.
WILLIAMS' FAMILY PHARMACY,
117 West Railroad Avenue.
To Property Owners.
If you wish to avoid pajing taxes on
25 per cent additional to your property
returns, see that your assessment Is
made before May 1, as the penalty will
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Bock Beer the best ln the market
Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Bestl
Wears
Morel
Looks
is that brewed and handled by the
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Southwestern Brewery & Ice company.
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.
Ceronado Tent Cily, Cofonado, Cal.
We Will have on sale to Coronado
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, ThursDAILY
III
day and Saturday during May, June,
July, August and September, 1902;
round trip tickets at rate of $35, limited to November 30, 1903; stopovers in
either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
ESTABLISHED 1878
"OLD RELIABLE"
For further Information call on ticket
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
F. L. Myers, agent.
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ADVERTISE

Call at Court House.
A penalty of 25 per cent will be added to all property returns not made
GEORGE F. AL
fore May 1.
BRIGHT, Assessor.
Japanese and China matting In all
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.

Look Into Kletnwort'a market on
North Third street He has tha nicest
fresh meats ln tha city.

Albrqufrqur,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision!.
Car lot s epeclaltv.

Staple Groceries
leuatf aouthweet.

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of alljdnds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Thaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and.Saddles.

Our Prices are extremely low.

New SJexko

Carries the Large!
nd float ErUojlva
lock al

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS,

...Styles

HARDWARE

CITIZEN

L. B. PUTNEY,

o

WHITNEY CO
113-118-1-

Strong
and Sons.
Wm

Lessons ln the French language
given by Miss Camllle Franceschl, 215
Copper avenue. Any one wishing lessons, please advise by letter to above
address and I will call.
MISS CAMILLE FRANCESCHL

foot
Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
tested to 300 pound pressure. Ask your
neighbors who have used it, if it is not
as represented m m h h h m m h

s

O.

Call at Court House.
A penalty of "5 per cent will be added to all property returns not made beGEORGE GF. AL,
fore May 1.
LRIGHT, Assessor.

N. Y. Stock Exchange's New Home,
New York, April 22. Tho new home

WHOLESALE

H

The Prices are Right"
The Goods the Best

those fine fat bloaters, Just re
ceived. SAN JOSE MARKET.

VLJIal

y.

H

M

iRY
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GOLD DUST

"Hey-ward- s"

New

n

of the New York Stock Exchange was
formally opened today. The event was
not marked with any great festivities
beyond a general ceremony with
When cleanliness and economy
speeches and addresses. The new are considered
building Is located ln Broad street
Just south of Wall street and Is one of
the most ornate and Imposing edifices
In the financial district.
is an absolute necessity in every
borne. It is an aid to easy houseMeeting.
Archbishops'
Catholic
GOLD DUST works like
Waehingtqn, April 22. Tho Catholic work.
Archbishops of the United States and magic in softening hard water and
a number of the prominent clergy are in taking all dirt from floois and
assembled In the city to attend the an woodwork. Try it on wash-danual meetings of the board of trustees
m
Hade only by
of the Catholic University and of the
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Among the
archbishops.
Mew York,
CtuciSO,
Botbw.
St. Uiuu.
prelates in attendance are Archbishops
lUkert x FaJBT SOAP.

M v

These goods are
and we want to
place some of them in every
home in Albuquerque

i;rir.:

London,

.

'

it

splendid

A

dressing, too.

1

t,

i

Hair Vigor

d

Albuquerque, April 22.
"I nincerely hope that the decorative Editors Citizen:
committee of the city of Santa Fe will
ln regard to that part of an editorial
in a modest, but yet proper manner, appearing ln this morning's Journal-Democrafor
people
exhibit the desire of the
under the heading "A Boom- statehood by Incorporating that fact in i erang," which reads as follows, "Ana reasonable and proper way In their other attempt of the same character
decorations, such as by the motto to misrepresent
labor organiza
'Statehood and Roosevelt ln 1904,' etc. tions was made the
same paper
by
the
my
idea
It Is the remotest thing from
ago,
ten
days
It announcabout
when
to have any bickering over such a ed
of authority that
thing as the reception of the president a without a shadow meeting
had been
certain important
of the United States by citizens of New
be held,
would
not
off,
declared
and
by
supinely
s'.t
cannot
Mexico, but I
I
wrote
I
who
say
to
was
It
wish
that
and see an effort of this kind made,
any member of
because I feel sure the people of New the notice and not
The Citizen editorial staff. On WednesMexico do not approve of It.
day even!ng the Carpenters' union
movement,
that
a
Is
"I know there
held a meeting, at which there was
try
to
In my opinion Is not creditable,
present a member of the city council,
and keep the statehood question ln the who
advised that the union ordinance
background during the president's vis-Ibe
allowed
to remain over a couple of
territory
of
the
and as one citizen
weeks, on account of so much work
who has taken at least some part in
the city council, and assured
the statehood fight, I protest against beforebody
that
that the ordinance would go
Albuat
failed
movement
It. This
any opposition. Orthrough
without
modestly
will
be
querque. Statehood
ganizer
was present at
A.
L.
Weems
decand properly put forward in the
meeting, and it being the sense
orations there. I hope you will pub- the
of the Carpenters' union that the re
lish this.
quest should be complied with, he
"Sincerely yours.
talked to various delegates of the Cen
"B. S. RODEY."
tral Labor Union ln regard to the matter. The opinion seemed to be general
TOWN OF MOUNTAINS.
that the meeting of the Central Labor
Union should be postponed. I was re
quested to print the notice, which I
did. I had no authority other than
(Concluded from page one.)
that of Mr. Weems. The Citizen was
In no way responsible for the article,
been kept pretty busy locating settlers
HARMAN H. WYNKOOP.
and surveying claims.
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
B. B. Spencer and Eugenlo Romero
ten years 1 had chronic bron
"For
at
delivering
begin
ties
will both
so
chltls
bad that at times I could not
They
Mountalnalr in a short time.
speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
both have big contracts and between
Montmorencl, Ind. "I
them will clean out the tie timber ln Coffman, of
available, but with
all
remedies
tried
the Manzano mountains.
no success. Fortunately my employer
Col. E. C. Manning expects his wife
suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
from Wlnfleld, Kan., about May 1, and Tar.
Its effect was almost miraculous,
ex
war
of
a
commenced
already
has
I
now cured of the disease. On
am
and
cobwebs
termination against dust and
my recommendation many people have
in anticipation of her coming.
left used Foley's Honey and Tar, and al
Mr. and Mrs. John Whitson
ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado
Thursday for Denver to reside. Mr. Pharmacy.
,
engineerWhitson was with the Baxter
ing corps and both he and his wife
The Base Ball Situation.
made many friends while residents of
Albuquerque
has always been noted
Mountalnalr.
its base ball teams, which are rec
F. J. Smith has estauilshed the first for
and now ognized all over the southwest as the
Incubator ln Mountalnalr
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
HOWARD TRIAL
counts his eggs before they make superiors of those of any other city.
Whenever a game is arranged between
Mrs. Frank De Luccl will leave tO' chickens. Mr. Smith Is a newspaper
Testimony of Mathews Regarding the morrow night for San Diego, Cal., man and a philosopher, whose theory an outside team and the Albuquerque
team players are imported to help
Killing of Governor Goebel
where her friend, Mrs. Oreste Bache- - of life agrees with the present social them to. victory. But not so ln this
Frankfort. Ky.i April 22. In the chi, Is at present sojourning.
conditions existing In Mountalnalr.
newspaper city. There Is plenty of material to
Howard trial today, J. B. Mathews,
The large display window of O. W. His long experience In
select frora here, and there are few
former republican assistant secretary Strong
& Sons' furniture store, exhib- work has afforded nim opportunities to
of state, continued his testimony begun iting a line of rattan rockers, settees, look at life from many aifferent view players without profeslonal engageon yesterday. He told further of the
points and he seeks here in a new ments who are any better than those
breaking open of Powers' office and tables and other modern creations in world what the busy marts of clvlllza we have right here at home. Why
rattan furniture, Is attracting much
nothing has been done to organize the
The
the search for the assassin.
tion cannot give him, close contact famous Browns this season Is not
attention.
people
search continued no further than that
energetic
restless
those
with
Hon. J. M. Sandoval, from up the
room and as soon as he and others river,
pave known. The public is base ball hunand Hon. Manuel Baca of Pena whose fortune it has ever been to
team against our
there learned what bad been done they Blanca, were In the city yesterday, and make easy the way for the ad gry and a visitinggreat
drawing card.
would
a
boys
be
began preparing to protect themselves. and had printed at
Mr.
The Citizen a batch vancing hordes of civilization.
Among the players to select from are
He did not see Howard In the hall, and of badges for
opportulong
coveted
this
has
Smith
President Roosevelt's rehis recollection was that Grant Rob' ception in this city on May 5. Mr. nity and if the experience proves too such men as Wilson, Vorhes, Quler,
rts B(J Sara Shepperd, clerks in the Baca says that Pena Blanca will have hard he may write a oook to get even, Cosgrove, Cavanaugh, Taylor, Patterson, Hellweg, Barrett, Manuel Otero,
By the way, four of the pioneers of
auditor's office, were the only ones In a big crowd here on that day.
Merritt, Ortiz, Brown, Coulter, Halo,
-narifca W.l when he first went out. He
were,
The remains of Mrs. Anna Mason, Mountalnair are, or rather
and several others. There
Rhodes,
I
...
liv
ImmnnUtf
211ne naa.t Ibeen
They
:
wire or wniiara Mason, the third street row chested pencil pushers.
aaia
are teams at Roswell, Socorro, Gallup,
constantly
on
was
Ink
printer's
can
of
keep
Powers
a
jai,r, which were interred here ln
the prosecution when
El Paso, Las Cruces, Silver City, Dera-Instrong on hand, which affords the microbe a
w.
a
trial. If he would testify that be led . 1899 ,
Bayard, Santa Fe, Las Vegas and
...
w.
U.U.U. . .
"J
the assassin into an
shipping place of refuge ln lieu of the office Raton who want games either here or
j & Sons, placed In a metal
-Influence of ln the cities mentioned. On the Fourth
taTy of state's office,
casket and will be sent to the old towel and the seductive days
may ln I K T.,1
Of
former
friend
old
the
lhara will tia A. VftlllfthllJ tllirfift
home in Chilllcothe, mo., tomorrow
Kennel Show on Coast.
of the;
allurements
overcome
the
dis- time
Is
body
night.
a
Is
h w,
seldom
that
It
San Francisco. April 22. The sev
after being burled for such a present free and easy life out here. If Ing after, but If reorganization is left
entn annual bench show of the San interred
it does, something startling in tne lit- till too late the team will not be ln the
length of time.
Francisco Kennel club, which opened
Keep your finest condition. Ball players, get to- A United States civil service exami erary world will result.
protoday in Methanics' Pavilion, is
eye on Mountalnalr as the future getner and d0 Bomethlrjg!
K.
on
going
of
been
ln
nation
has
the
nounced by expert fanciers to be the
P. hall for the pest two days, conduct literary nun oi new icmu,
most notable exhibition of the kind ed
.
. . .
,
The fact that the old Antonio ban- - ij,
by Miss Nella C, Peterson of Washi,,. to trett.
on
Pacific
the
ever held
Coast
1
uusur-rejected,
is
grant,
now
by
D.
which is
ington,
W. H. doval
and
assisted
llalm,
C,
j;iy'B
Oeam
Jnell
kennels from Victoria to Los Long, D. E. Phillips and L. E. Werner
Is retarding progress in this i aU Bromutio.
It is received through the
Angeles have sent their
G. valley. There are perhaps 200 ramllies nostrils, cleanses ana lieais ine wnoie sur-Mrs.
of
local
Jennie
board..
the
canines and every known breed Is re- Mardy of Laguna, N. M., an ' Mrs. living on this old grant, many or tnein lace over wmcu n uimima iwu.
presented. The Judging was begun to- Laura B. Ballenger, o( Oraibi, Ariz., having lived there for years, and all of sell the Wo. sizo, 'lnal sue by mail, 10
..cents. Test it and you are sure to continue
day under the direction of George Rap-e- r took
the examination for Indian school them anxious to secure titles to th
of England and will ue continued teachers;
Many of tne new seiiiere
Robert J. Crlchton of Santa
Announcement
until the close of the show Saturday Fe tor topographic draftsman and homes.
would prefer localitions on this land,
To accommodate those who are partial
night.
Lester A. Stanley of El Paso for as- but hesitate on account of the uncer to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
trousistant examiner patent office. Tomor tainty as to the time the land will be Into the nasal jassngos for cttUurtalliulm
Kentucky Medics in Session.
in
the proprietors prepare Cream
Louisville, Ky., April 22. The Ken row there will be an examination for subject to entry. Iast December a ble,
liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
was
Interested
two
matrons
for
service.
school
those
meeting
Indian
of
maes
today
tucky State Medical association
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
held at Manzano and this meeting prujiDg tube i 73 cents. Druggists or by
annual meeting
opened its forty-elgtCOLD DUST twins Jo your work."
"Let
secretary
the
the
to
petition
formulated a
mail. 'J lie liquid form embodies the Died.
in this city and will remain ln session
of the Interior, asking that the land be ioinal properties of the solid preparation.
until Saturday. The attendance Is
"
large and representative of every see
tion of the state, while the excellent
program arranged Indicates that the
convention will be one of the beBt ln
the history of the association. The
sessions are being held in the Scottish
Rite Temple.

vn.i

IPl'3

Ayers

surveyed at once without the tedious
formality of asking for the survey of
one township, at a time. Col. J. Frank
Chaves had the resolutions typewritten
and sent a copy to Washington, but
nothing has been heard from It. Tho
Immediate survey of all tnis unsur-veyeland means much to tue prosperity of the new county. There Is
just a faint suspicion in the minds of
some that certain influences are at
work secretly to prevent the settlers
getting a survey, for selfish purposes.
Investigations now under way will determine the correctness of this suspicion and tnere may lie more anon.

hood.

io.

2

Let us prove this to you

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New. Mexico

THE AL11UQUEKQUE DAILV ITI

1 THE MARKETS

JUST RIGHT
The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

"000COttOCMKOCCMKXK
THE LARGEST STOCK
In

the west of carpets, mattings, rugs,

art squares, etc., we don't claim to
have; but we do claim we have carpets made by the most reputable mills
In the country, and that when we say
they are wool we guarantee same to
be as represented, and what we don't
hare In stock we have a fine line of
samples to order from. Give us a trial
and we will try to please you.

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, April 20. Cattle receipts at Kansas City last week
amounted to 34,764 head, as compared
with 20,528 head the corresponding
week last year. The bulk of the cattle were beeves of good quality. Monday's and Tuesday's runs were well
taken care of at strong prices, but
Wednesday heavy cattle were 10 cents
lower. Thursday and Friday all kinds
were dull and most of the advance of
of first of week was lost. Cows, heifers, Blockers and feeders sold well first
three days last week, but lost ground
at the close. Today the run Is light
and prices steady on all kinds of cattle, with a better feeling than at the
end of last week.
Most of the western stuff arrived
early In the week, and sold at the high
prices. Western fed steers sold up to
$5.0. with several bunches over $4.70.
IHst native steers brought $5.50. Colorado stockers brought from $4 00 to
$4.20 Monday and Tuesday for weights
from 550 to 700 pounds. Western cows
sold Tuesday and Wednesday at $3.40
to $4.00. A nice bunch of western heifers weighing 65C pounds brought $4.35
Wednesday.
Sheep receipts were the best of the
year at Kansas City last week at
head, as compared with 10,546
head the corresponding week last year'
The decline, which was expected with
the arrival of grass sheep In large
numbers, arrived, and all kinds are 40
to 75 cents lower for the week. Nearly
50 per cent of tho receipts were Arizona grass sheep, and buyers took it off
at the rate of 20 cents a day for three
days. Then they rested, and a sale of
yearlings Friday, at $5.40, was 15 cents
higher than Thursday's grass Arlzonas
brought. The break In prices also affected fed Colorado and Kansas stock.
However, packers were free buyers at
the declines, and there was little hesitation about the market, everything
cleaning up well each day. This week
starts out well with a liberal run of
9,000 head today. Prices are on a
more settled basis than last week, and
lambs are 15 cents higher. Colorado
wooled lambs sold today at $6.85 and
clipped lambs at $6.50. Wethers are
worth $6.00; ewes, $5.00; Texas and
Arizona grass sheep, $4.50 to $5.25, and
Arizona lambs up to $5.60.
Kansas City's annual spring sale of
high-clas- s
horses begins Wednesday of
this week, and, as this always draws a
big line of buyers for all grades of
horses and a fine business Is expected
this week. Receipts last week were
light at 1,418 head, but about the same
as a year ago, when 1,500 arrived.
Many more could be taken care of.
35.-90- 5

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenue

,

Cor. 8econd

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up In Roll Complete

OALDRlDGB.,

Cm

Dura-blllt-

v

Write for Booklet ant. Sample

Guaranteed

J.

With Fixture lor Laying.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

LIVE STOCK MARKETS.

Moynard,
r"S
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The Jeweler
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THIRD STREET

Meal Market
.

All kinds
of
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SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

AFRICAN
8

1

N. THIRD STBFh'
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X
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Kansas City.
Kansas City. April 22. Cattle-mar-ket,
steady to lower. Native steers,
$4.005.25; Texas and Indian steers,
14.2504.90: Texas cows. $2.00(34.00:
native coWs and heifers, il.6Bd4.90;
stockers and feeders, $3.2505.50;
bulls. $3.004.00; calves, $2 507.00;
western steers, $3.005.00; western
cows, $2.00 4.00.
Muttons, $3.80
Sheep Steady.
6.15; lambs, $5.605.80; range wethers, $3.806.35; ewes, $5.155.85.
Chicago.
Chicago, April 22 Cattle Market,
Poor to medium
slow and lower.
steers, $4.255.00; stockers and feedcows, $1.5004.35;
ers, $2.004.75;
heifers, $2.505.00; canners, $1,750
2.75; bulls. $2.5004.25; calves, $2,750
4.95; Texas fed steers, $4.0005.00.
to
Good
Sheep Market, slow.
choice wethers, $4.6505.50; fair to
choice mixed, $4.0004.60; western
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Mutual Telephone
.
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Retain.

Y,r..ytoV.

Seveiesl
Hernia
itb Comfort.

'RESIDENT

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 303
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ALBUQUERQUE

ELMO

TUESDAY, MAY B

LVD CLUB BOOM.

3i3Q R. M. toBltO R. M.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wlnea, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT. Prop.
180 W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

For excursion

Rmfm

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

Agent

Santa Fe

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Oraln.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi

Ooods.
IIOUORS.

Free Delivery to all

Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Parts

of

c

ths City.
North Third Street

Old Phone 247

S

ALBUQUERQUE

&Aaa

&

a a

a a

tan

Iron Work to Order
$15 SECOND STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

Al'HIL

22 1103

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

LOAN
HONEY TOorgans,

Furniture, Pianoa,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
15.26.
to twelve months time is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Money Market.
New York, April 20. Money on call Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
nominal. Prime mercantile paper, 5
PRIVATE OFFICES,
6V4; silver, 504.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Bulging,
April 22. The following
Chicago
305 West Railroad Avenue.
were the quotations at the close of the
market today:
Suspect Discharged.
78H0i84c; July. New York, April 22. Gulseppe Mo- Wheat May,
72V4C.
rello, who was supposed to have been
one of the most Important of the prisCorn April, 44c; May, 44c.
oners held In connection with the murOats April, 34c; May, 34 4c.
Pork May, $18.00; Julv $17.42H.
der of Benedetto Madonia, the victim
July, $9,724.
Lard May, $9.80;
of the barrel murder mystery, was dis
charged today. Motion for his dis
Ribs May, $9.87H; July $9,724
9 75.
charge was made by the assistant die
trict attorney.
DEATH FROM GASOLINE.
Suit Filed.
This afternoon, on relation of T. J.
Woman Burned to Death by the BlazCurran et al., The Territory, by the
ing Fluid.
Denver, Colo., April 22 The acci- district attorney, filed proceedings In
dental dropping of a gasoline can this quo warranto, against V. C. Gutlerrea
morning caused the fatal burning of and Servario Sanchez, county commisMrs. Ella N. Maple an. I painful In- sioners, the allegation being that the
juries to her son, Homer. The acci- act under which they were appointed
dent occurred In the old D. H. Moffat Is null and void. The defendants are
residence, at 1210 Twelfth street. The required to show cause In five days.
building was damaged to tne extent of
The remainder of Mrs. D. D. Cover-dale'- s
$100. When Mrs. Maple dropped the
pattern hats will go at cost. Now
can the fluid spread over the floor and la your
to get a beautiful hat
immediately took fire. Her son heard at a verychance
low figure. Mrs. Coverdale
scream,
and, running into the moans positively
her
what she says. All
kitchen, carried his mother out of the
remaining pattern hats will be sold
room. He managed to extinguish the the
at cost Friday
Saturday only. Reflames but not till she was fatally member, too, andspecial
the
sale on street
burned.
hats, which continues all week.
Testing Appropriation Bill.
Denver, Cola, April 22. The suCLASSIFIED ADS.
preme court today heard arguments
in the matter of taking original JurisNote- -' All classified advertisements
diction In the suit brought by the or
"liners," one cent a word for
News-Time- s
company to test the val- each Insertion. Minimum charge for
idity of the general appropriation bill. any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
At the conclusion of the arguments the In order to insure proper classification
court announced that It would render all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.
Its decision later.
WANTED.
Officer Commits Suicide.
Washington, D. C, April 22. Gen- WANTED Good cook. Apply to European hotel, Galup, N. M.
eral Davis cabled the war department
today that Lieutenant Colonel Henry WANTED To sell handsome folding
bed, almost new, very cheap. 208
W. Sprole, first cavalry, committed
South Broadway.
suicide at Manila today by shooting
himself through the head. It Is be- WANTED Several persons of good
lieved that he was temporarily Insane.
character to manage district offices
In each state for house of long standHe was appointed to the military acading. Salary, $20 weekly in cash
emy from New York In 1865.
each Thursday direct from Main of
Robbed the Grave.
fice with all expenses. Colonial Co.,
A startling Incident Is narrated by
Chicago.
John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows: WANTED Girl to do housework;
My
an
"I was In
awful condition.
skin
good wages; small family; no wash
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, toning or Ironing; 423 North Second
gue coated, pain continually In back
street. Mrs. F. R Sturges.
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker WANTED Highest price paid for
day by day. Three physicians had
gents' second hand clothing and
given me up. Then I was advised to
tools. Send address and will call. R,
use Electric Bitters; to my great joy,
Sweeny, 615 South First street
the first bottle made a decided Im- WANTED Clean cotton rags for maprovement I continued their use for
chine purposes at Tbe Citizen office.
three weeks, and am now a well man.
Price 4 cents per pouud.
I know they robbed the grave of anFOR SALE.
other victim." Ho one should fail 5
try them. Only 50 cents, guaranteed,
FOR SALE TENT 14 ounce; size,
' '
at all druggists.
cots, mattresses, pillows.
18x40;
o
Davy Crockett.
Borradalle & Co., 117 Gold avenue.
There are but few plays that have FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
been accorded as long or seen as often
and lodging house in connection; tbe
in the last twenty years In the big
best location in the city, close to
cities, as the "Idyl of the Backwoods,
depot and shops; will sell at a barDavy Crockettt." The play has brought
gain. Inquire 107 South First street.
both fame and fortune to Frank Mayo, FOR SALE Four bouses on South
and which even now promises to outFirst street, as follows: One a
live many of the more modern
two, four rooms each, and one
great plays, 'this la accounted
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
far from the fact that as such plays
Address Frank
sell at bargain.
as "Shore Acres" and the "Old HomeDaniels, 1413 South First street
stead" have never been approached In
New England life, so FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
representing
of old papers, good tor wrapping
"Davy Crockett" stands
,
purposes, cheap. Address, Tbe
alone in depicting frontier life and
Albuquerque. N. M.
grow old.
will never
Kedmond'a
"Davy Crockett" company Is tne only
FOR RENT.
authorized company presenting luis
play on the road this season, and was FOR REN T Excellent saloon loca
organized and started from Chicago
tlon. Inquire of the Southwestern
at the commencement of the season.
Brewery & Ice company.
The company carries a den of live FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
wolves and special scenery for a comwithout board; also furnished rooms
plete production of the play, and the
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
cast Includes that sterling young actor,
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellboefer.
Ed. Redmond, the only actor that has FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
ever succeeded in making any great
bath, in private family, 616 North
success In the difficult role of "Davy
Second street.
Crockett," outside of Frank Mayo. FOR RENT Five-roobrick house,
opera
"Davy Crockett" will be at the
with Lath; good barn and chicken
bouse Wednesday, April 29.
house. Inquire of O. Dinsdale, Rico
0
Cafe.
A Great 8ensatlon.
RENT Nicely furnished rooms
There was a big sensation In Lees-vllle- , FOR 113
at
North Third street
Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
place, who was expected to die, had ROOMS TO RENT At Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford's; board if desired In a
bis life saved by Dr. King's New Disprivate family; on tbe corner of
covery for Consumption. He writes:
Broadway and Iron. No. 113 Iron.
"I endured Insufferable agonies from
gave
New
Discovery
asthma, but your
LOANS.
me Immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." Simi- MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit
lar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
Address, postofflce box 383, Alba
querque, N. M.
bronchitis and grip are numerous.
It's the peerless remedy for all throat
PATENTS.
ao4 lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1.
Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial PATENTS Protect your ideas; no al
bottles free.
lowance; no fee; consultation free;
Mllo B. Stevens
1864.
established
15
week.
per
Daily
Citizen,
cents
The
ft Co., 891 14th St., Washington.
On

00

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

To Beautify
your rooms at great expense Is
easy, but to do it at a small cost
is generally difficult. We are
offering this season something
that will delight you and all that
see it.

Here is An Assortment of
Lace Curtains.
which are not alone beautiful, but posses quality much
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.

f

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
riNCST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A

TE.S

SEE

J.

H O'RIELLY

wiv rnwn.
5tflTe-5TtfrTOSTST5Tr&-

jj

&

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
-

5

GO.,

I
?

V

ON

mm

or Steel

BEDS-Wo- od

COTS

MATTRESSES-AII.K-

.

in

ART SRUARES. PILLOWS, COfl FORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
EASY PAYMENTS

Borradaile & Co.,

H7 Oold Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK!
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
'
Sj

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atcl ison, To
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.0?
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vfee presf- dent; Frank McKee, cashier; .
- A 13. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,
9memee9m9eemeeememmnmmmmmmmmwmejeermemmmmn

HINTS FOR
:

!

SU3

AY

COMFORT

ot

PIRST On rlin(r, don a suit of my medium,
weight wool or balbripiran underwear; Mc to $3.00
per garment 'or our reliable kinds.
SECOND Take a negligee shirt, with delicate
figures or stripes, or plain white with small pleat;
50c to 3.50.
socks, cuffs, collars, neckwear,
THIRD-A- M
handkerchiefs, etc., from my attractive stock.
sack suit of
POURTH Get into a spring-weigblue or black serge, cheviot or homespun fabric;
striped outing effect or quiet overpaid; such as cost
here from 10 to 12, with satisfaction guaranteed.
FIFTH- - You must have a spring overcoat, even
if you wear It on your arm at times; here they are at
from $8 to $18; short, medium or long styles.
SIXTH-V- ut
on one of our swell derby or soft
bau; 12.50, 13 or $5.
Now you're fixed and ought to feel good all this
overalls and pants, and
season. Agent for Sweet-Or- r
Nelson's 13.50 Shoes.

80,
DKNVKK, propooa'i inAPKIL
tripHc.te will be rr- and at onice of Uiiartermartrr at
reivrd
A M ,
rach p(t bli w named until 11 o'clock
May JO. ihi a lot lurniunmK tun ai r . i nr.
Grant. Huactmca. Whlppl.- - Barark, A. T a,
Winnate. N. M.i l;orta
Korta Bayard and
andUuCli-ne- ,
I'tah, Korta U. A. Huuiell,
tort Lo- Matkeni'e and Waliakle. Wyo.. and yrar
endan, and Denver Colo, during fial
?up; June 80. lii04.Pripf.alatorquantitiealea
lian the whole tequlred, or for delivery at
pointa other than those named, will be entany
Right la learned to a cept or reject
or ell proi.oaala or any part thereof. Information furnished on pphration here or at ff icea
of rearectlve poet quam rma.tcra rnveloot-- a
J. W.
o be nmrked '1'ropoaala for toel.
fOPK, Chief Q. M.
,

nazci
wFor Piles,wBurns,
Sores.

WINKS e COONAC.

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

Don-ala-

THE FRESHEST LINE OF FOOTS, HERBS AND

DOMESTIC

The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager serves".
Finest and Best Imported and Oomeetlo Cigars

PROPOSAL8.
COLO--

su-

MOSSHINGHAM CURTAINS from.BOr per pair and up.
MUSLIN CUKTAIFS from
75o per pair and up.
110BBINCK CURTAINS from .... S 1.73 per pair and up.

C1U-sen-

a isjAaxata ts. taAaia tataa

Albert Faber.e I
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

ratr

FOR THE

T. O. AIIES, Proprletcr.

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Metal Market.
New York, April 22 Lead Quiet;
$4.67H. Copper Nominal; $15.0u

SPRING MEDICINE
BLOOD

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware

WEDNKSDAY

sheep, $4.6505.50; native lambs, $4.60
07.00; western lambs, $1.5007.00.

r--

h
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EV3.

EvUAMDELL

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque
j
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COMMISSIONERS

Irrigation

APRIL

THEr.ALH! gtiEKQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY

0

Commission-Boa- rd

MEET.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone apt.
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
Hell Telephone No. If 5

DISAGREEABLE
REFLECT

of Den-

tal Examiners.

Denver & Rio Grande System

V
I
The mirror never flatters; It tells the'1AW .. yu.Z
truth, no matter how much it may hurt the
rride or how humiliating and disagreeable
if liliiiiiiiilteiiiiiV M
the reflections. A red. roueb. skin is fatal
.
commls-fIrrigation
The territorial
beauty, and blackheads, blotches and thntles
on Is in session In Santa Fe at the of- are ruinous to the complexion, and no wonder such
fice of Col. George W. Knaebel. The desperate efforts are made to hide these blemishes, and
meeting was called to order by former cover over,the defects, and some never stop to consider
president G. A. Richardson. But very the danger in skin foods, face lotions, soaps, 6alves
little business was transacted, owing and powders, but apply them vigorously and often with
to the at? nee of the Dona Ana county out regara to consequences, and many complexions
member. C. E. Miller, who arrived In are ruined by the chemicals and poisons contained In these cosmetics.
Skin diseases are due to internal causes, to humors and poisons in the
the city later, and the board wai organized at a meeting that was conven- piooa, ana to attempt a cure oy exterCarteriville, Go., R. II. No. 8.
ed at Colonel Knaebel's office at 1:30 nal treatment is an endless, hopeless
I suffered for a number of years
o'clock p. m.
task. Some simple wash or ointment with a aevers year ago
About twelve
I started
The members of the commission are is often beneficial when the skin is iieinir
8. 0 8., una nfter taking tbroa
bottles I felt myaelf oared and have
all present. Following Is a list of those much inflamed or itches, but you can't
ftinoa taken a bottle occasionally,
depend upon local remedies for tertiia-nev l'.o constitute the board: O. A.
and had little or no trouble along-tha-t
My treneral health has
relief, for the blood is continually
of Chaves county; Carl A.
oeanline.
better aince. I recommend
Charles E. throwing off impurities which irritate B. 8. 8. an a Rood blood mediolno
3, of Valencia county;
Your truly, and
M'ller, of Dona Ana county; Frank and clog the glands and pores of all round tonic,
at. I. PITZA&D.
Mrs.
rens
long
as
blood
and
the
skin,
the
Slj.'inger. of San Miguel county; Col.
(! orge W. Knaebel, of Santa Fe conn mains unhealthy, just so long will the
Borne two years avo I suffered a
eruptions last. To effectually and perty.
cauaed on aoconnt of bad
manently cure skin troubles. the blood (rreat deal,
Bmall raah or pimples broke
oyer
my
111
out
body and
oe
e
ana
getting
system
ti
purxiiea
"us
Board of Dental Examiners.
worse day by day for over a year.
Seeingpaadyertlaed
8.
8.
ex-- ,
8.
In
dental
of
tge
board
The terntonal
g
para and having beard also the had
k
blood
an.mer. held a meeting at the office ftnd ton, l9 acknowledffed 8upirior to cured eeyeral people in thisIt city,
oonoladed to give it a fair trial.
of Dr. Charles N. Lord In Santa Fe ,aU othef remedie9 for th ,
After using-thmedicine for some
Saturday for the purpose of organiz-- ,9 th. onv puarante-- d atrictlv ver ft time, taking In all six bottles, I was
entirely
cured.
hle lilnnd retnedv. It tiovr aramru
rnwAnn n. T.rvwrv
The members of the former board the system or impairs the digestion
1090 Olay Street, Paducah, Ky.
pi e sent first met and after transacting iike Pota3h ftnd ArsenJcand drugs of this character, but aids in the digestion
some unfinished business, adjourned. and assimiiation of food and improves the appetite. Being a blood purifier
innr,l than rnnvoroil onrl nrn.
and tonic combined, the humors and poi
reeded to organize by the election of
sons are counteracted and the blood made
Albuquerque,
Dr. It. H. Chamberlln, of
rich and pure, and at the same time the
chairman, and Dr. Charles N. Lord, of
general health and System is rapidly built
Sania Fe, secretary and treasurer.
up and good health is established, and
These two were the officers of the for- this, after all, is the secret of a smooth,
mer board. The other member of the
soft skin and beautiful complex ion.
outgoing board present was Dr. F. E.
If you have any skin trouble send for our free book, "The Skin and Ita
Olney, of Las Vegas. Dr. 9. L. Hamseases. ' ' No charge for medical advice. Write us about your case.
mond, of l.as Vegas, wag the other
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC
ATLANTA, CAm
CAPITOL BUILDING COMMISSION-

22 11)03

mm

-

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

THE POPULAR LINE TO

f

LOCAL

.

i

I

member of the new board present. Dr.
A. A. Rearrup, of Carlsbad, was absent.
The following dentists were granted permanent certificates to practice:
Dr. E. A. Swanson, Albuquerque; D.
Dr. Clifford H.
W. E. Schott.
Nelson. Roswell.
Appropriate resolutions were adopted anent the death of Dr. D. V. Man-ley- ,
of Sanaa Fe, who,- prior to his decease was secretary and treasurer of
ttie board for about ten years. The
meeting adjourned Saturday evening,
subject to the call of the chairman.
The next meeting will probably be
held at Albuquerque next fall.
-

Capitol Building Commission.
The capitol custodian committee
has adopted extensive plans for the
improvement of the capitol grounds.
shrubs
Over $100 worth of ornamental
and trees have been ' purchased and
will be set out this spring. An addl
tional number of hydrants and a lot of
water pipe have been ordered and will
be usi'd on the grounds In order to In
crease the water facilities for irrigation and sprinkling purposes as these
have been Insufficient. The committee
has also decided to sink a deep well,
from which the water will be pumped
by an engine In order that a plentiful
supply of the life giving fluid may be
ready for all purposes at all times.
Many repairs In the Interior of the
building have also been decided upon
and the second floor is to be strengthened by the putting In of strong steel
girders. All of the painting necessary
on the exterior and in the Interior of
the building to make everything look
handsome and in first class shape, will
be done during the earlier part of the
summer. An appropriation was mads
by the last assembly for this purpose
and to pay for these needed improve
ments. Work thereon will commence
immediately after the President's visit
next month.
Cautionl
This is not a gentle word but when
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine In the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing Its
great popularity all these years, you
will be thankful we called your attention to Bqe hee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and otherg that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially for consumption,
where there is difficult expectoration
and coughing during the nlgms and
mornings, there Is nothing like German
size has Just been
Syrup. The
introduced this year. Regular size, 75
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rielly

Iama. He will offer courses In bookkeeping, typewriting and short nand.
Professor Duncan comes from Texas.
He is a teacher by nature, a scholar
amongst scholars. He holds two diplo
mas, one from Haylor university and
one from Yale university. He worked
his way from the farm through these
great Institutions of learning, and now
joins with bis brawn and brain to as
sist in building up a grand and noble
institution in this great southwest.
As to the other teachers of the college, this community and this country
have had ample opportunity to know
them from the work they have done.
This year the names of 114 students
have been enrolled in the literary department of the college. Prospects for
next year are, indeed, encouraging.
The people of this section of the
country, as well as other sections,
have been and are Bttll struggling to
make the New Mexico Baptist college
a great Institution of learning. And
appreciation has been shown, not only
liy good wishes, but by actions which
"speak louder than words." 'i he cooperation of every person in luls country, town and community is sincerely
desired. Ihe school standB upon Its
own merits. The more one investigates
the Institution the greater Interest he
will have in its work. As a business
proposition, all are invited to visit the
college and will receive a hearty

BUILDINO.

Trees! Trees! Trees!
TREES?

DO VMJ WANT

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

Thoroughly

Clean Stock

Acclamated-Nic- e

Send for Price

-

..Sa,rata,

Lht

--

(I

J. A. EDfaON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

THE

Your Patrontge Solicited.

Fe N ursery..

.
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GRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor
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upon application to the head offices of U
C j?,
I HI If I DLL
G6
L. TRIMRI
the survey. This will be universally
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
beneficial In that It will render Infor-- ' gecond street, Between Kallroad and
mation more available and will adver.
'jopper -- venoa
.
tlse with accuracy, and without exag- - j
geration, the mines all over the United Horses and Males bought and exchanj
RUNS
Livery, Sale, Feed and
ed
States. Since New Mexico has never
'transfer
iitabits
boasted of any wealth which she does
not possess, this mining census will
prove of much benefit to her. It will
CO.,
ET TURNOUTS IN THl ClTV
record all the true facts in regard to
"THE FASTEST EVER"
Address W. L. TR1MBLK At CO,
organized as a body by electing D. T. her mines, and that is all that is needa eTO
country.
bring
to
ed
into
capital
see
the
M.
Albwnerane. N.
Hosklns president and C. C. (Use secSilver City Independent.
retary.
City, St.
MemThe Citizen 15 cents per week.
J. D. W. Veeder was appointed a Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
committee of one to procure a copy
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park
of the law authorizing the building of avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
the road. In order that the committee follows: "Our two children had a seCall on Agent for full Information
might work within its limits and to vere attack of whooping cough, one of
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
write the mayor of Santa Fe to inquire them In the paroxysm of coughing
System, El Paso, Texas.
GARDEN"!
what had been done over there. He would often faint and bleed at the
;
SOUTH-WES- T
was also authorized to notify Santa Fe nose. We tried everything we heard
that this committee had asked the of without getting relief. We then locATtn ja the aiTvivrr
Santa Fe railroad to furnish the en- called in our family doctor who pre- WaaCKMOWTOaw
t
gineer to reconoiter and make the sur- scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With fUMM FW.T ABOVS
The Oreat Republican
vey.
the very first dose they began to imPaper of America.
H. W. Kelly was appointed a com- prove and we feel that it has saved
mittee of one to take up the matter their lives." Refuse substitutes.
The Great Newswith the railroad company looking to
Pharmacy.
paper of the World
survey,
an Immediate
after which the
o
Alamogordo Murder.
meeting adjourned subject to the call
Sheriff Hunter, of Alamogordo, is In
of the president. Las Vegas Optic.
the city looking for a Mexican who
A faweet Breath
Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
called another 'Mexican to his door
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Coris a never falling sign of a healthy Saturday morning, near Alamogordo,
stomach. When the breath Is bad the and brutally murdered him. El Paso
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matstomach is out of order. There is no Herald.
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Horn
remedy in the world equal to Kodol
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar
year SAMPLE COPIES
"I had a running, itching sore on my
Dyspepsia Cure lor curing Indigestion,
FREE.
dyspepsia and all stomach disorders. leg. Suffered tortures. Doan's OintMrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains, ment took away the burning and itchTHE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louls Mo.
Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic ing Instantly, and quickly effected per.
for years tried all kinds of remedies manent cure." C. W. Lenhart, Bowlbut continued to grow worse. By the ing Green, Ohio.
use of Kodol I began to improve at
CLOODOtOFT,
THB PROamjVMHB
&2SOBT Of THB OHBAT SOUTHWEST
once, and after taking a few bottles am DEVOE'S READY jJMIXED PAIN
BBACtUD
DIRtCT
BY IBB TRAINS
fully restored In weight, health and
strength and can eat whatever I like. One Gallon Covers 300 Square Feet
N
JKUM
TWO COAT3.
Kodol digests what you eat and makes
nn-roiNroR MATWH Ducmrrrve.
the stomach sweet. B. H. Brlggs &
UTERXTUae. ETC. CALL ON NEAREST
Co.; S. Vann & Son.
COUPON TICKET AUNT OR ADDBESS
-- 4.JVJBOH5V"For year and years a Burlington badge or a BurlingFunds Arriving at Fort Bayard.
aXAftAUO MWfllEUTnW JYJTtH
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabraktman,
On last Wednesday ti.ere was reXI PASO. TEXAS.
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
ceived in Fort Bayard by the quarteran American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
-master, the sum of $33,000 for repairs
?rv. ..V;
soldier." Nebraska City News.
Uik u for mm ni ii rf
on all barracks and quarters. Work of
a ilriti
.lUl'rtMUllHtlOni
!
If I
V? II fS
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
UuarantiirniiM.iiH ur
repaperlng and repainting will be comntri to I'tle''!..iiiuuiix
i'saUafLia.
menced Immediately. New sidewalks
Hfii
TO KAN3A8 CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
ID
Natl
uttt
PsU
0m
Ua.ii 1 li j
n
a. l,,'illtl
I,...r
will probably be put In all around the
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
quarters. Money has also been recelv
ur miii in iiti j wruDpur.
Lal. I!. A.
BURLINGTON
RAILS ALL THE WAY.
ed for an electric plant, which will be
nn.Vri h'mii$i 75.'
Ciivul r scut jo rcouoit
set up immediately upon the arrival
of the machinery.

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

p
Q
W TO THE NORTH AND EAST
Kansas

(fiLOUDCROFT

Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.
P.-N.-

TWICE EVERY WEEK

The St. Louis

t

:

GiobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR
PER YEAR

'

A badge

of the
Burlington.

llPASO-NOianLASTTR-

Heroine cure
Fever and ague. A dose will usually
stop a chill, a continuance always
cures. Mrs. Win. M. Stroud, Midlothian. Texas, May 31. lo99. writes:
"We have used Herblne In our family
for eight years, and found It the best
medicine we have ever UBed, for la
grippe, bilious fever, and malaria." 50c
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
WARE ON WOODEN

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacini Coast.
Through Sleeping Care between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springe, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8a n Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVRN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPINQ

kit

e

CLUB

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....

nt

1

SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

UNDERTAKER

COMHEPCIAL

Da-l'- f

-

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Jffettla-raa-

Rich-BK'so-

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE 4 SANTA FE

LEGS.

Painter's guppucs"

L

1

Commissioner of . Pensions Promulgates New Ruling.
Commissioner of Pensions Ware has
Walks Witnout Crutches.
issued an order interpreting the act of
I was much afflicted with sciatica,
March 2, 1503, concerning cases of writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowavllle, Sedgwick
those who have lost limbs in the ser county, Kansas, "going about on
vice. The ruling says:
crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
The said act contains the words "or I was induced to try Ballard's Snow
where the same is in such a condition Liniment, which relieved me. I used
as tp prevent the use of an artificial three 50c bottles. It is the greatest SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
limb." The word "use" is not to be liniment I ever used; have recomconsidered as equivalent to the word mended it to a number of persons, all
$5.50 to $40.0v
Harness
"wear." A person may le able to express themselves as being benefited
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.60
wear an artificial limb when It would by it. I now walk without crutches,
$5.25 to f5.00
Saddles
be of no use. There must be some prac- able to perform a great deal of light
tical utility to the use. The words labor on the farm." 25c, 50c and $1.00 Fini Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
aliove quoted apply to Instances where at Cosmopolitan Puarmacy, B. Buppe.
the amputation is below the middle. In
Whips
15c to $1.50
IMPORTANT MOVE
length, of the lone, but above the
joint. In such cases where the condi
For Mining Men Census of Mines is
tion is such as to prevent the use of an
Being Taken Throughout Territory.
artificial limb, the increased pensions
Prof. F. A. Joues, well known as con- 406 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
granted.
be
shall
& Co.
with
nected
the
geolog
United
States
Where are amputation Is made at leal survey, who
formerly was presi
ALAMOGORDO BAPTIST COLLEGE. the middle or above, there can be no
dent of the New Mexico School of
UBe of artificial limb. The middle joint
Faculty Elected for Coming Year to of the bone shall be determined In ac- Mines, has been in the city for the purpose of taking a mining census of all
Id all IU tlngea.
Aid in Building Up the Institution.
cztk JUo
cordance with the Curran decision of
the
surrounding districts. Mr. Jones
office.
the
Balm
Cream
Ely's
of
of
directors
Wednesday, the board
was given the work because of his vast
the New Mexico Baptist college met
exoerience as a mining cvnert and fnr clciuiaeft, aoothen anil
a
Makes
Sweep.
Clean
membrane.
and transacted some very important
tlie rt'ason lliat he 's well acquainted the diacaacd
There's nothing like doing a thineSj....
... ,
It cun-- i catarrh ami dr.trt
of
recommendation
On
business.
nits territory, lie nas un- - away a cold tu tlie liiad
uiiuuKiiimi
President T. H. Claypool, six Instruc
of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the der him Stuart Ellis, of New York, Quickly.
tors and one registrar were elected for heard
t'rxam Balm la 'iCv Into tlie nostril,
best.
It sweeps away and cures burns, and several other assistants, who are
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The elected are
the vear
Iteliel t Im
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bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin helping him carry on the work. He over Ui membrane and U absorbed. drying
the
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and a cure fuliowa. It Is not
mediate
yesterday
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and
guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
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druggists.
ELY BltOTHEKS, Mi Warren Street, New York
Itev. C. H. Taylor, bible de
Silver City and proceed to the Mogol-Ioi.artment; Prof. Willie T. McGee,
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This work is very important to the
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Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it
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For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Money back If it falls. Trial Bottlaa free.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securli
permanent relief from Irregular i
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Im
porters.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and 'inira
street, Aibuuuerque, N. M., sole agent
for Hprnalillo couni'

If you want to

Advertise in newsp iprrs
anywheie at n nv time
call on or

E.

6.

AOMtrMPTIOJl

A Terfect
Cure :

1903-1904-

Pennyroyal pills

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

lit::

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over tlx thousand feet
above the level of the sea. and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Although not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
bsst of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl& s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of enr
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
The White Umbrella."

C Pake's Advertising

Agency
r taut liii huauu
CU
SaN fNCICO
M-t-

Mi

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
warrt worn wati to
CURTIS NEWHAll CO.
ios ANaikse, cauroaNia

tie Mexican

Central

is prepared tc furnish you with thr best of accommodations to X
Call on or address.
points in Mexico.
C. R. HUD80N,
W. & MEAD,
W. D. MURDOCK,
Q. F. ft P. A.,Mexloo.
A. O. & P. A., Mexico
C A., El Paso.
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SCROFULA

A DISEASE

ClTlZkN WEDNES AY APHIL

OFFICIAL

MATTERS.
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DEMINQ.

has, not lived upon the land as

Pointers About a Uood Town In
The following homestead entries
Southern Nsw ShsxIco.
have been made: Amhroslo Montoya,
Keep your eye on if mini.
Scrofula manifests itself in many ways. Swelling of the elands of the
160
postofflce,
acres
In
Mora
Appointed-CommissioCimarron
ner
Public
Demlng has just been Incorporated.
Beck and throat, Catarrh, weak eyes, white swelling, offensive sorts and ab- Notaries
county; Anastaelo Garcia, Santa Fe
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
scesses, skin eruptions, loss of strength and weakness in muscles and joints.
160
acres
In
postofflce,
Bernalillo
annually; ta the center of the greatest
ot Deaths Appointed.
It is a miserable disease and traceable in almost every instance to some
county.
breeding region In the southwest and catfamily blood taint.
tlemen all know this.
The following desert land entries
appearea on xns nena or ray
Bennuia
Scrofula is bred in the
Demlnc, the coming city of New Mex
grandchild when only 18 months
have been made: Charles E. Blattman,
little
OFFICE
BUSINESS.
LAND
ico.
bone, is transmitted
body.
pll, and spread rapidly oyer her
Ocate, 160 acres in Mora county;
eye
The
ettacked
next
disease
and
the
Demlng has a magnificent school sys
from parent to child,
we feared ehe would loee her elvht. Km- Blattman, Ocate, 80 acres in
tem.
the seeds are planted In
inent phyelciana were consulted, but
county.
Mora
the
Demlnc, the railroad center ef New
liartolome Fercould do nothing to relieve the little InThe patent for
infancy and nnless the L
nocent. It wee then that we decided to
Mexico.
try S. 8. 8.
Dioou is purgeu aim puThat medicine at onoe made nandas land grant has been received at Pneumonia Is Robbed of Its Terrors
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
a speedy and oomplete mre. She le now
rified and every atom of
lady, and ha never had a elan the surveyor general's office. The by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
Old Mexico.
i
r aofyoung
the taint removed Scrof- r.
the alMuf to return.
Demlnc, the seat of the new county of
grant Is situated In Bernalillo and the racking cough and heals and
BERKLT.
ula is sure to develop at 160 Booth 6th Street. MRS. RUTH Seiine,
Luna.
Kan.
Valencia counties and Includes 25,424 strengthens the lungs. If taken In time
some period in your life.
Demlng la the great mining center of
It will prevent an attack ot pneumonia.
No remedy equals S. S. S. as a cure for Scrofula. It cleanses and builds acres of land.
the
southwest.
Alvarado Phar
Refuse substitutes.
Demlngt Don't overlook It If you are
tip the blood, makes it rich and pure, and timler the tonic effects of this
macy.
organs
general
looking
improves,
digestive
Blood
Remedy,
great
are
the
health
the
for a safe and paying Investment.
Notaries Appointed.
Miss Alice M. Smith, ot So.
Demlnc water Is chemically pure-equstrengthened, and there is a gradual but sure return
Governor Otero has appointed the
SANTA
FE.
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
to
Polan springs.
tells how
to health. The deposit of tubercular matter in the following notaries public: P. Baca,
Demlnc has Increased 60 per cent In popof!
as
soon
glands
is
blood
as
and
carried
the
woman's
monthly
coun
Wood
suffering
Leonard
is
Luna,
Puerto de
joints
From the New Mexican.
ulation In four years.
to normal condition, and the sores, erupty; James F. Brown, Allmquerque, Ber
by Lydia E. Demlnc water and purs osons make
relieved
A number of children who were consymptoms
disappear.
fermanently
of
Scrofula
tions, and other
nalillo county; Manuel M. kahn, Taos,
and healthy people.
Sunday were
Compound. strong
S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable and harmless; an ideal blood Taos county: Miguel A. lxlato, Peta- - firmed at theby rathedral M.
Investments In Demlnc .ots will double
Mrs.
entertained
R.
and
Foree
purifier and tonic that removes all blood taint and builds up weak constituyear.
"I have never before given my en- snd treble In one
ca, Rio Arriba county ; Demetrio Perez daughter. Miss Mary, In the afternoon
dorsement for any medicine, but
Demlnc has now a larce Ice plant and
tions. Our physicians will advise without charge, all who write us about Las Vegas, San Miguel county.
in
honor of the occasion. Miss Mary Lyrtin H. Plnkliiims Vegetable electric light system under contract.
their case. Book mailed free.
was a member of the confirmation Compound has added so much to my
In Demlng the demand for rental
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Commissioners of Deeds.
life and h.ippinewi that I feel like makclaps.
houses la Ave times In excess of the supof
following
commissioners
The
ing an exception In this cane. For two ply.
Thomas Erwln, who attempted
Under Arrest.
MONUMENTS.
appointed
ter
years every month I would have two
Demlng has an abundance of water for
Saturday by shooting himself days
last
Genaro Rodrlgues was arrested Sat- deeds have been Mexico at for the
All kinds of stone and marble work.
of severe pain and could find no Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garthe places
of New
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor- urday night by C. R. Huber, deputy ritory by Governor Otero: J. Burke In the tack of the head, la doing as relief, but one day while visiting a dens.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. sheriff, on a charge of obtaining money named Ixmdon, for England; Samuel well as could be expected under the friend I ran neroKS Lydia K. I'ink
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
circumstances and unless unexpected hum's Vegetable Compound,
H. Q. MAUR1NO & CO.
under false pretenses, says the New Hendry,
rental returns will be M per cent on the
,. Taylor, of Philadelphia, for Pennsyl
The Citizen Job jg
she
had
used
with
it
the
complications
o
best
develop
recover.
Mexican.
he will
results Investment.
ania.
Roosevelt Rate.
Office is prepared to j
Two very handsome new book cases and advised me to try it. I found
The warrant was issued at the inIn Demlnc good safe loans can be had
that
worked
it
wonders
me ; I at better rates than In the old established
with
President Roosevelt will be in Santa stance of F. Garcia, a sheep raiser,
have been placed In the office of Col. J. now experience no paiu,
turn out work of
Appointed.
and
only
had
Deputiea
Fe May 6 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For living near this city. The defendant
Frank Chaves, superintendent of pub- to use a few bottles to bring- about towns.
Page B. Otero, game and fish warden lic Instruction of
any character or
At Demlng you can buy lots at fiot
this occasion we will sell round trip appeared for his preliminary hearing
the territory. In the this wonderful chanjre." Miss At.ica
followquality demanded,
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and 6, before Justice Garcia yesterday and of the territory, appointed the
cspltol building. The office library Is M. Smith, S(H Third Ave., South Min- which will pay you 100 per cent In lea
C. R. lluber, Charles now being properly arranged
twelve months.
good to return May 6, for one fare at was bound over In the sum of $500 to ng deputies:
and neapolis. Minn, -f- tooo forfait If original of than
at the right prices.
In Demlnc another good hotel Is needed
ahoiw Itttor proving qonmimnttt cannot bt produced.
3.45. To bona fide members of the await the action of the grand Jury. His Closson for Santa Fe county; and R. placed In the cases.
Mail orders for
Many women suffer silently to accommodate the enormous Increase sf
Chambers for Taos county. Mr.
national guaru in uniform we will bond was signed by Anastaelo GonMrs. Stefano Brlto de Nleto, aged 60
see their best jril'ts fade away. population.
out-of-tocustomake the low rate of $1.75 for the zales and J. Prlsco Garcia. The plain- Otero states that sertion 11 ol tne years, widow of the late Guadalupe and
Demlng Is a great health result has no
13. IMnkham's Vegetable
Lydia
and
strictly
enforced
be
game
will
law
superior In climate for the cure of pulround trip. F. L. Myers, agent.
Nleto, died at ber home in this city Compound makes' the entire fe
tiff alleges that the defendant agreed
mers given special
no
to
Instructed
be
will
monary troubles.
o
Friday night and was burled Sunday male
to work for him during the lambing his deputies
healthy.
attention.
fish or game must not
Indianapolis, Ind., June
1903, season
Demlnc will be the great smelter center.
and secured part of his wages tify dealers that a bill of sale can be morning. The funeral was held at the FREE AOVICE TO WOMEN Two
large plants will be Installed within
annual meeting Travelers' Protective In advance. He reported for work, but be sold unless
8 o'clock, Interment fol
rathedral
at
everv
will
Mr.
Pinkhnm
the year.
Association of America. Rate one fare according to the allegation of the com- produced showing that It was bought lowing at Rosarlo cemetery.
woman
expert
enailliiff
advice
Why buy high priced lots when you cast
plus 12 for round trip. Dates of sale plainant, was caught In the act of kill- outside of the territory.
S. Ortiz, of Pojoaque, was in the city tirely free. She han helped thouget them In Demlng cheap now, with cerJune 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20. ing a lamb. A remonstrance at this
recently and brought with him the sands. Address Lynn. Alass.
tain advance assured?
Incorporations.
For further information call at ticket action caused him to quit work.
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
bkln of a mountain Hon recently killed
been
Incorporation
have
of
Articles
agent.
Myers,
office. F. L.
passed for fertility, production of fruits
near the Santa Fe Lumber oompany's
secterritorial
the
of
office
filed
at
the
Mr.
o
home
of
and Mrs. Ludwlg Ilfeld. and vegetables of sll kinds.
of all kinds on hand
KEEP YOUR HEAD UNCOVERED.
saw mill. It measured eight feet from
retary for the Raton Green House & tip to tip, and
Demlng offers the sams opportunities
Ten and 15 cent box lunches at any
was shot by Ortls while The little affair was charmingly apmining, real estate
company
Is
pointed. A host of friends In the city now that the most prosperous cities In the
hour of the day at the Chicago Restau- The Constant Wearing of a Hat Propa- Nursery company. The
to
belonging
attacking
He
him.
cattle
and loan blanks,
gates Dandruff Germs.
will add their congratulations and west offered several years ago.
rant, Railroad avenue.
authorized to carry on a general green sold it to J. S. Candelarlo.
needs ons hundred new houses
do
many
men
to
wear
nursery
There
who
and
are
business
their
good
and
house
wishes to those expressed last toDemlnc
five cents each.
Monday afternoon Sheriff Jose R.
supply
the demand, and needs theva
InciROOMS.
properly
may
be
FURNISHED
practically
when
hats
all
the time
all things which
Lucero, of Dona Ana county, delivered night for the future well being of the now. This demand continues to grow.
These blanks are
for light housekeeping, with or with awake, and are blessed with a heavy dental to the above business. It is at
gentleman.
"May
popular
long
he
live
the territorial penitentiary the fol
very
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis shock of hair; yet If the scalps of capitalized at $50,000, to be divided lowing
Buy at Headquarters.
prisoners who were convicted and prosper."
on
Hunlng
Coal,
and
$100
isbetween
House,
of
men
once
value
600
with
these
became
of
Infested
the
are
shares
into
drawn, and
Come to us for your spring suit. Big
sentenced at the term of district
and
to
Second
be
street
germs,
is
dandruff
the parasites would each. The term of existence
gest and best stock; lowest prices.
court which closed in that county on From the Record.
sued by authority.
multiply all the quicker for lack of air. fifty years and the affairs of the com- Saturday: Jose Gomes, 19 years old, to
daughter of
Joseflta, the
SIMON 8TBRN,
assortment
of
a
large
Just received
Baldness would ensue as the final re- pany for the first three months will be serve one year for larceny of a horse: Tranqulllno Pacheco, died at Salano of
Avenue Clothier.
Railroad
The
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber, sult. Newbro's Herplclde kills these in the hands of the following board of Genaro Molina, 25 years old, to serve diphtheria.
Grant building.
germs .and stimulates unhealthy hair directors, who are the Incorporators: one year for larceny of a horse.
Notice of Forfeiture.
Fred Higglns, sheriff of Chaves
to
abundant growtn. Herpicide is a Charles Sandusky, James S. Bowdry,
Territory of Arizona, County of CoHarvey ft East gate, the contractors county, came up with a patient for the
See our new spring line of carpets. pleasant hair dressing as well as a Thomas D. Leib. The company's place
are pushing work on the addition of Insane asylum and returned to his na- chise, SB.
We can save you money. Albert Fab- dandruff cure and contains not an atom of business will be at Raton.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and asthe hospital at the United States In tive heath.
er, 305 West Railroad avenue.
of injurious substances.
Mildred, the beloved
story
signs:
The
school.
first
Industrial
dian
Business.
Office
Land
daughter of J. V. Biard, died, and the
Sold by leading druggists. Send
P. A. Jones, K. M., C. E.
complete
expect
You are hereby notified that I have
up
the
to
they
is
and
entry
has
The following homestead
10c in stamps for sample to The HerConsulting Mining Engineer
old expended one hundred dollars (1100.00)
grief
left
for
father
their
stricken
coming
during
story
week.
the
second
cards,
circulars,
for
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survej picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlgga been made: Maxlmiliano Montoya, The four Ellis cottages on Chapelle home at Paris, Texas, where the Inter- In labor and Improvements upon the
Blanco postofflce, 40 acres in San Juan
Albuquerque, N. M.
Co., special agents.
letter heads, enve"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate tn
street, for which they have the con ment will take place.
Correspondence solicited,
county.
lopes, bill heads,
Webster Balllnger, a well known Peralta Canon, Cochlti District, Bernaready
completed
for
and
will
be
tract,
o
en
About Fruit.
The following final homestead
Early spring styles ot W. L. Douglas
first of the month newspaper man and attorney oi Wash lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
pamphlets, etc.
Connie Herrera, fruit grower of Es- - tries were made:
Ricardo Agulllar, occupancy by the
Every style is panola,
cottages
shoes are at hand.
are already ington, D. C, who has been in Las by certificate filed February 8, 1898, la
of
Two
these
returned home this morning af Springer postofflce, 160 acres In Colfax
Vegas since last October, left for Den the office of the recorder of said Counshown from the patent leather vlcl ter transacting business In this city a county;
rented.
Martinez,
Cruz
la
Jose de
ver, where he expects to locate and ty, In order to hold said premises unat
dress shoe to the heavy box calf work- few days. He states that the prospects Wagon Mound,
the
was
celebrated
mass
Nuptial
160 acres In Mora
Simon for a good crop of fruit this season are
ing styles, at $3 and $3.50.
cathedral at 6 o'clock Monday morning open offices. He will retain his offices der the provisions of section 3324 Recounty.
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
vised Statutes of the United States, beat which three couples were married in Washington.
bright. A peculiar condition exists at
Luchetti,
Amado
land
entries:
Coal
o
MIbs Harriet Lehman, of Pueblo, ing the amount required to hold the
ceremony was performed by the
The
Mr.
Espanola
Her
Ildefonso.
and
San
norm,
ne
The Chicago Restaurant and Short
section 7, townsnip si
Rev. Antonio Colo.; Mrs. William Renshaw, of Idaho same for the year ending December 31,
rera owns a largo orchard, near each range 1 east, 160 acres in Rio Arriba vicar general. Very
Order House.
parties Springs, Colo.; Miss Holzman and 1902.
contracting
Fourchegu.
The
Meals and short orders at all hours of these towns. His two orchards are county; Charles F. Easley, Santa Fe were: Caspar Brlto and Miss Valentlna Rabbi Lefkovits, of this city, were
And If within ninety days from the
Espanola
apart.
seven
At
miles
13
about
8,
township
sw
section
by
postofflce,
Boarding
at
week
tae
the day.
of Santa Fe; Patricio guests of Charles Ilfem, who enter- serving of this notice, you fall or reboth
Medrena,
do shoddy work 56 of
apricots
peaches
been
have
all
and
his
In
160
Rio
east,
6
range
acres
north,
reduced rates. Remember the place
Jimenez and Miss Maria Sals, both of tained them at the summer home of fuse to contribute your proportion of
even at your price,
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose killed by cold, but at San Ildefonso Arriba county.
Rio Tesuque; Francisco Martinez, of Max Nordhaus at Trout Springs. On such expenditure, together with the
are
they were not damaged at all and
The contest of Meliton Garcia versus
market and French bakery.
but no other office
of the way up an addition was made to cost of this publication, as a
In full bloom. He says that the fruit Antonio Cordova, involving homestead Chimayo, and Miss Maria Ribera,
o
Hondo. After the ceremony the the party at the Montezuma hotel. All your Interest in the said claim will be
in the southwest
Mesa Resort
that hag been killed was not destroyed entry No. 6,099, which Includes the Arroyo couples
departed for their re- experienced a delightful day.
come the property of the subscriber un
can do better work
Three miles from town, Just north by the recent frosts as the general im northwest V of the southwest
of happy
rejoicing. A triple
O. A. Gosser, of the Enterprise Cigar der said section 2324.
spective
homes
by
heavy
a
seems
wagon
up
to
be
pression
but
of
Mountain
road.
Covered
norm
of
6,
the
the
section
and
ft
The
Citizen
than
wedding Is rather an unusual occur store, has again shown his enterprise.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
and back every day. Tent room with snow that fell In January and clung to southeast
of the
and northeast
rence, but owing to the early hour of This time It takes the form of a long
does.
ALEX CONRAD,
best of water or board and lodging; the trees. New Mexican.
19
6,
township
of
section
southwest
cigar, labeled
wedding comparatively few people Havana filler,
Signature.
terms reasonable. For particulars Innorth, range 24 east, located in Mora this
ceremony.
"Clerk's Union lxcal 812," which la
Wanted.
quire this office.
county, has been decided by the reg witnessed the
the number of the clerk's union of this
Legal Notice.
We would like to ask, through the
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoe- s- columns of your paper, if there Is any ister and receiver of the local land A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement city. He manufacturers the cigar here Last Will and Testament ot Rataellta
decontestant.
of
The
strongest boys' shoe In the worl- d- person who has used Green's August office in favor
Kobt. J. Miller, proprietor of the
labor and puts it
Moya, Deceased.
entry of Read house drug store of Chattanooga, with the aid of union
made of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.60. Flower for the cure of indigestion cision recommends that thecauses
on the market as a first class smoke To Sofia Garcia, executrix and lega-.tefor
be
cancelled.
The
Cordova
xenn., writes: "There Is more merit
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
will no doubt
men.
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
Rosalia Garcia, Daniel Garcia.
this decision are that Cordova has not In Foley's Honey and Tar than in any for all union a popularIt brand.
o
not
mean
been
we
soon
cured
and
also
become
Ana Garcia, Rosana Garcia and Micomplied with the homestead law and other cough syrup. The calls for It
Fresn Cut Flowers,
their results, such as sour stomach
guel Garcia, legators, and to all
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Good for etilidren.
multiply wonderfully and we sell more
The CITIZEN Jis
formentatlon of rood, habitual cos
It may concern.
whom
harmless
syrups
com
to
and
cough
pleasant
take
The
of It than all other
Our linen display is attractive; our tiveness, nervous dyspepsia, head
hereby notified that the alequipped to manuYou
are
One Minute Cough Cure gives Imme leged
glned." Alvarado Pharmacy.
despondent feelings, sleepless
aches,
so.
none
Albert
Faber,
prices
less
the
will and testament of
last
facture to order any
diate relief in all cases of cough,
ness In fact, any trouble connected
Moya, late of the county of
Grant building.
LAS VEGAS.
not
does
croup
lagrlppe
because
it
and
style of blank book,
with the stomach or liver? This medi
o
of New Mexpass Immediately Into the stomach, Bernalillo and territory produced
Eggs for Hatching
cine has been sold for many years in
and
From the Optic.
ico, deceased, has been
no matter how in
of
seat
right
at
the
effect
takes
From fine Black Mlnorcas, prolific lay all civilized countries, and we wish to
Esqulbel, aged 11 years, suc but
coun-t- y
Matllde
of
probate
the
court
in
read
the
Inflamruling,
out
jg
the
tricate the
the trouble. It draws
ers of large white eggs; 50 cents per correspond with you and send you one
cumbed to fever, on the west side.
of Bernalillo, territory of New Mexmation, heals and soothes and cures
No appetite, loss of strength,
13. Also eggs from the beautiful light of our books free of cost. If you never
Make up your torm
Herders from the various sheep permanently by enabling the lungs to ico, at a regular term thereof, held on
constipation,
per
headache,
nervousness,
13.
Brahma, 75 cents
tried August Flower, try a
ranches in this vicinity are in the city contribute pure
bot
the seventh day of April, 1903, and the
just as you want it,
and life-su- s
bad breath, general debility, sour risEDWARD McGUIRE.
laying In provisions and otherwise taining oxygen to
tle first. We have never known of its
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ings, and catarrh of the stomach are
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was by order
start
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more
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preparing
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Electrical Works.
sues. B. H. Brlggs ft Co.; S. Vann last will and testament fixed
our estimate.
all due to Indigestion. Kodol cures
you. The
for Mon
Mrs. Corbln, whose contest for the ft Son.
of the judge thereupon
M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and is the matter with
indigestion. This new discovery reprepossession of the land on which the
this year.
day, the fourth day of May, A. D. 1903.
o
Second street, contractor and dealer size has Just been introduced druggists
sents the natural juices of digestion
ruins of Ia Gran Quivera Is situated,
term ot said court, at 10 o'clock In the
For Over sixty year.
In all kinds of electrical appliances. Regular size, 75 cents. At all
Is In the
as they exist In a healthy stomach,
interest,
H
N.
Woodbury,
national
J.
J.
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Green,
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remedy.
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well
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and
Electric door bells, chandeliers
combined with the greatest known tonlo
for a
city securing subscriptions
Given under my band and the seal
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans O'Rlelly ft Co.
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
romance of the famous ruins, which Is been used for over sixty years by mil- of said court, this seventh day of April,
and motors, and special wiring. Auto
Secures New Mexican Range.
Dyspepsia Curs does not only cure Into be published Boon.
lions of mothers for their children A. D. 1903.
matic 'phone 401.
M. Porter, of Denver, representing
digestion and dyspepsia, but this famous
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
(Seal)
o
Postmaster Blood was around the while teething with perfect success.
company,
appear
Probate Court.
Mrs. Bamutui, at ner parlors. No. the Red River Cattle
remedy cures aJl stomach troubles by
west side Interviewing the merchants It soothes the child, fcoftens the gums,
205 South First street, over the Hyde ed before the forestry division of the
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
and property owners, anent the proper allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Books, magazines,
Assessor's Notice.
Exploring Expltlon store, Is prepared general land office at Washington to
numbering of the buildings, naming Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
strengthening the mucous membranes
Notice Is hereby given that the untc give thorough scalp treatment, de urge the exclusion of sheep from lands
pamphlets, c'a. a
lining the stomach.
the streets and generally perfecting pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugcounhair dressltng, treat corns, bunloni claimed by his company In New Mex
the mail delivery system.
gists In every pert ot the world. dersigned, assessor of Bernalillo
logues, etc., bound
of
convenience
tsi
the
for
ty,
has
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas- ico. The Red River Cattle company
Judge Wooster held no court today. Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
in anyetyle lowest
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. has a range of over 300,000 acres in
His reason for taking a holiday was Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for payers, opened an office at Room 11,
rates. Satisfaction
birth- Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
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quiet sort of manner and many friends
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She were Issued to the forestry officers sta
who had learned of the anniversary ex- Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana Pur payers will be received until further
also prepares a hair tonic that cures tioned in New Mexico to cause 15.000
chase Exposition, April 30 and May notice.
pressed congratulations. Judge Woos
2, 1903. National and International
and prevents dandruff and hair falling head of sheep owned by Solomon Luna
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is a fine specimen of the octogenter
27,
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May 2, 1903. St Louis.
moves moles, warts and superfluous ty the company.
against all tax payers who fall to rethis or any other country as well preOne fare plus 13 for round trip; turn their property for taxation and
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
served in body or as keen In mind. Las
For liver troubles and constipation
a very fine tooth powder which shr
use- dates of sale, April 28 and 29, good to this requirements of the 8tatute will
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There's nothing better In creation
guarantees to be free from all metallic
leave St. Louis up to May 4. For fur be enforced against all persons who
ful life to the old gentleman.
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was at Santa

Fe yesterday.
Mrs. C. W. Whitney, of Laguna, Is
here today on a visit to friends.

fe

Q2a

U Can't Rip Boyo' Shoes

t

r.ra

12

nto2

The soles of these shoes
are fastened to the uppers
by a new, patented process. Steel wire Instead
of thread beinj used in
the sewingand each stitch
being clinched separately
the tearing loose of the
soles is Impossible the
Kangaroo Calf put into
the uppers and oak tanned
leather into the soles aae
first quality and will stand
hardwear.

91.35

ing.
H. J. Ramer, the cattle raiser of
both New Mexico anu Arizona, is in
the city. He reports the ranges of his
cattle ranches In fine condition.
Mrs. R. J. Pe.len and daughter, Miss

IF CLEANLINESS IS NEXT
TO GODLINE8S
you can find everything essential to a
good lue here soap, washing pow-

ders, brooms, brushes and buckets and
all the rest, besides a lot of other
things which are the housekeeper's de
light, but which It would take too
much time to enumerate. For house
cleaning utensils and aids visit Trot
ter's.

F. TK OTTER
F Successor
to J.
L. Bell

A.

Co.

.Noa. 118 and 120 South Second SL

E3
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
run a modern Hospital
Day and Night
Prompt and. Careful

Service

BOTH PHONES.
;'.

ill

North Second

St

MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, WMtcuea,

IRIS BRAND
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
& trial, we know we can please you.
D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers.
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,
buy bread anywhere, but If you want
home-mad- e
good, light,
well-bake-

bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
this is the place. You cannot buy such
as we bake anywhere else. You will
find everything that we bake the best
Our prices the lowest for the quality.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
A16.
o

etc., or any

Attention Carpenters.'
food security; also nousclio'd goodc
We have an assortment of strictly
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid ior household high grade tools that we are offering
at very reasonable prices:
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
I

T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Oold avenue.

Stanley's adjustable block plane,

cutter...

long,
BREAD, CAKES,

PIES.

$

.60

Bailey's iron smooth plane, corrugated bottom
1.90
pies,
Home maae bread, cakes and
Bailey's iron jack plane, corrufresh from the oven every day. Brown
gated bottom
2.10
bread and baked beans, Yankee style, Bailey's Iron Fore plane, corruon Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
gated bottom
2.75
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1616 Bailey's iron
plane, corruJoiuir
South Second street, Bell 'Phone 113.
gated bottom
3.15
65
Plumbs'
hammers
CITY NEWS.
90
Plumbs' shingling hammers
'2.60
We can supply your wants In oil DlBHton's 12 grade saws
8.00
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock Da via' patent iron levels
steel tape In leather cose. 3.00
to select from at Albert Faber's 306
Finest Arkansas oil stone
2.00
Railroad avenue.
05
Our spring stock of ladles' oxfords Carpenters' pencils
has been selected with the greatest CanvaBS gloves, leather tip fin
15
gers
care possible as to style and wearing
quality. Every pair Is built to fit and
THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor,
to give the most comfort. Do not
o
fall to examine them at C. May's PopuNo tuberculosis preservaline or col
lar Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Railoring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
road avenue.

SPRING

ATTIRE

We would suggest that
you select your Spring
suit now while our stock
is full and complete.
w

Sultm In rmney

Casslmeres and Cheviots

12 to

1mm

111

18

Fine Kibhed Uuderwear

91.00 per suit

Fine Halln'isfjjan Underwear.. ..
91. OO per suit
French Uulbrii:uii Underwear..

91. SO per suit

Fancy Halbrigifan Underwear...

92. SO per suit

Fauey LUU Thread

Underwear..

S3. SO per suit

Wv yt

hlcvci

E. L.

Washburn

George Brpwcr, the insurance agent,
registered at Santa Fe yesterday.
C. C. Hall went to Raton last night
on business matters.
He will return
tonight.
Mrs. John Blake, after a pleasant
visit in Oswego, fs. Y., has returned
to this city.
Mrs. Neill B. Field, wife of Attorney Field, Is at Santa Fe visiting Mrs.
A. M. Bergere.
J. H. Stanley, doing mining In the
Plnos Altos district of Grant county,
Is In the city today.
Mrs. M. E. Becker, of this city, who
was at Las Vegas on a visit to friends,
has returned to the city.
Attorney O. N. Marron, who has
confined to his home with a badly
injured foot, Is reported to be Improv

Caryl, are In the city from Santa Fe
on a visit to friends. They will remain in the metropolis about a week
or ten days.
Owing to Illness from a persistent attack of la grippe, Miss Grace Kennedy was prevented from taking the
civil service examination this morning In stenography and typewriting.
Miss Deo Clayton, accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. Mary McCausland,
will leave this evening at 7:3(1 o'clock
on a visit to friends In St. l.ouls and
Virginia. Miss Clayton will be away
till October.
The New Mexican saya: Mrs. Herman Clauasen, of Albuquerque, and
Miss Clara Fischer, of St. Louis, are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fischer. Mrs. Claussen is a sister and Miss
Fischer Is a cousin of Mr. Fischer.
Jose R. Lucero, the popular sheriff
of Dona Ana county, came in from
Santa Fe last night and continued
south to his home. Mr. Lucero was at
Santa Fe with two prisoners, whom
he turned over to the territorial penitentiary authorities.
There Is a ball game on for next
Sunday afternoon between the Old
Town Tigers and the Old Town Reds,
the latter being composed of several
of last year's Browns and two or three
former members of the Reds. The
game should be Interesting.
The Phoenix Planing Mill company
today received a new machine Jointer
for the mill, and expect In a few days
a machine band and resaw. Wallace
Hesselden & Co., the new proprietors,
are making the Phoenix the most complete planing mill In the soutnwest.
J. B. Archuleta, the Bchool superintendent of Sandoval county, Is In the
city and was a pleasant ealler at The
Citizen. He Is from the Jemez hot
springs country, and says visitors to
the resort are coming In and everybody up there is preparing for a prosperous summer.
John Sloan, the celebrated New
Yorker, who is at the head of the
carpet trust, accompanied by his wife
and daughter, and Judge Howell, of
New York, passed through the city In
a private car this morning, returning
from a pleasant trip to Santa Barbara
to their homes in New York.
Rev. Anthony Mitchell, of St. Mein-ard- .
Ind., who was at Santa Fe the
past month for his health, came in
from the north last night and proceeded south to Silver City, where he will
assume charge of the Roman Catholic
parish for the next three months, during which time the regular priest of
the parish will be in France.
J. Felipe Hubbell, the postmaster
and fruit raiser of Pajarito, south of
the city, la In the city today. He says
that the recent cold snap thinned out
some of the early peaches, but he
thinks there will be a fair crop of this
delicious fruit the coming season.
Apples, cherries, plums and pears are
all right, and there will be a big crop
of each.
The Cabinet saloon, which is always
a live member In every public issue,
have decorated their always well ap
pearing bar room, with patriotic paper
streamers, In honor of the coming visit
of President Roosevelt and party. Mr.
Harris Intends to make his establishment one ot the most attractive in the
city, when the presidential party are
our guests.
The Misses Hunt, the charming
daughters of Charles H. Hunt, the oil
magnate of Los Angeles, passed
through the city thiB morning, en route
from New York and Philadelphia to
their home In the Ansel city. The
young ladles visited the curio rooms
while the flyer 'gave its passengers an
opportunity to breath the inspiring air
of New Mexico.
The remains of James Craig, of
Lincoln, Neb., whose death occurred
here Sunday, from the effects of a
severe attack of pneumonia, were interred here yesterday by O. W. Strong
& Sons.
Telegrams were dispatched
to his mother and a brother at Lincoln,
Neb., but both messages were returned
with the statement that the parties
could not ue found.
In The Citizen's article about the
sad death of Myron J. German, the
brakeman, reference was made to the
fact that "the trainmen caller was unable to find him (German) at either
nls home or in any of the saloons."
The caller visited this office and requested a correction. He says he did
not call at the saloons in his quest for
German, as it is against the rules and
regulations of the railway company to
visit saloons even to find trainmen,

but he did call for German at his home
and on not finding him followed up the
search by calling at thn caboose.
C. F. Brown of Bernalillo is In town
ou bu.jlness.
Mrs. L. B. Balling r of Oraibl, Ariz.,
Is seeing the sights In tlie Duke City.
1
Ernest Meyers of the Meyers-Abe- l
passenger
company was a
2 The Railroad A ve Clothier
today.
F. E. Jackson, the up to date advance
company,,
agent of the "Davy C'rorki-twas In the city today.
There will be a meeting of the ladies
of St. John's Guild at the rectory Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
MIbs Lita Halloran, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Halloran. left yester-rtafor San Jose, Cal., where she will
I
attend a convent.
Ben Jaffa of the Jaffa Grocery com-- ,
pany was met at the depot today when
to discard your heavy
the limited arrived by his mother. Ben
has just returned from the east.
winter clothes soon?
A. J. Loomls, the deputy Internal
revenue collector, Is again In the city, j
and !s around today Interviewing
Might as well get the new g
!
Uncle Sam's revenue customers.
spring suit now. Stock is
The ladles of the Baptist church
will meet for work tomorrow (Thursnew and complete, and the
day) afternoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs.
C. O. Hopping, 700 South Arno street.
lines of sizes are unbroken.
The Ladles' Aid Society of the Lead
Trices aren't even going to
Avenue Methodist Episcopal church
will hold their regular monthly meetbe lower by and by.
ing Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock In
the church.
J. E. Hanway, traveling representaWHY everything Is In
tive of the Topeka State Journal, Is In
your
favor to buy right
the city looking after the Interests ofi
that newspaper, which Is noted for Its
now,
news qualities.
,
Rev. Maxfield, who Is In charge of
Twelve lines of exclusive
the African
Methodist Episcopal
.Kiit.h a rannpta tn a corlnllttTtf 111 i
pattern in Men's Business
. - i. .1 v.ue ...Ml
.1 . .. i ,.awi.
w 111 iut: uuauic
hhu iiieuiiH
ienr inui
to survive his present illness.
Suits at
Members of Albuquerque Camp, No.
4. will meet In regular session Thursday evening. All members are earnestly requested to be present and help
to do the work. By order of the C. P.
D G. Miller, Scribe.
SOFT and STIFF
There will be no services on Sunday
In the Lutheran church. Pastor will
be absent till May 5, on account of
meeting of synod. Sunday school as
legularly and Luther League will meet
93. SO and 9S.OO
at 7:30 in the evening.
Rev. Bird, the presiding elder of the
African Methodist Episcopal church,
preached here Sunday morning and
Eugene Kempenlch, a
evening, and left last night for Phoe- young gentleman of this city, has gone
nix, Ariz. Rev. Bird's home and head- to White River Agency, Ariz., where
quarters are at Colorado Springs, Colo. he will clerk in a general merchandise
R. J. Crlchton of Santa Fe, who hag store at that agency In the future.
been In this city the past two days to
A new upright piano tor rent.
Intake the civil service examination for
draughtsman, will leave this evening quire at The Whitson Music Co.
for home. Mr. Crichton Is one of the
bright and popular young men of the
... v.
Ancient.
A fresh shipment of pure
cream
James D. Eakln of the wholesale
try It. SAN
liquor firm of Melein & Eakln has re- cheese just received;
turned to the city from a business JOSE MARKET.
trip np north.
He reports a good
The ladles of the Degree of Honor
trade, and says his brand of goods circulates extensively in all the towns will give a dance on April 29.
he visited.
E Sedgwick creamery butter.
Street Commissioner Tierney says
SAN
JOSE MARKET.
ho will have a pretty clean city when
President Roosevelt visits the metropThe Southwestern Brewerq & Ice
olis on May 5, and, furthermore, says company made a sc.pment of beer tothe street commissioner, the alleys day to Virginia. 111.
and back yards wl.ll be as clean as the
avenues and streets.
The Berrys Billy and Rosa will
put on at Colombo hall next month
Fresh fish tomorow, at SAN JOSE
an opera. It will either be "The Mi- MARKET.
kado" or the "Sultan of Sulu." They
are now negotiating with home talent, Ye sweete songes of ye olde folkea
and will be In a position to make a pos- at Lead Avenue Methodist meetings
house, Tuesday evening, Aprile 28,
itive announcement In a few days.
A. D. 1903. under direction of Uncle
Hon. Albert E. Richardson,
of Vermont, took a look at the Amazeah Grunshaw Houghton. Ad- Alvarado and the surroundings yester- missione, 25 cents. Tickets at Hall ft-day while the flyer stopped. He Is Learnard's.
president of the Diamond Dye comAuction Sale.
pany. He will visit the Grand Canyon
Notice is hereoy given that by virtue
and other points of interest In the
of an order of the Probate Court made
great southwest before returning.
April 6, 1903, I, M. W. Flournoy, adyesterJudge Crawford held court
day afternoon to hear about the duel ministrator of the estate of Mary
on Sunday in Barelas, which took Kelly, deceased, will sell at public aucplace between Jose Padilla and Andres tion to the highest and best bidder tor
Trujillo. It was fought without shed cash the household effects of said
of blood, but after hearing several wit- Mary Kelly; said sale to take place at
nesses the Judge held them for the the furniture store of J. T. Johnston,
Both furnished a 1250 at 317 South Second street, at 10 a. m.,
Erand jury.
April 25, 1903.
bond.
M. W. FLOURNOY,
Dr. William D. Radcllffe. the health Executor of
Estate of Mary Kelly, Deofficer of Valencia county, came in
ceased.
from the west last night, and a few
D. WEILLER
hours later proceeded south to Belen.
CO.
The doctor has lust returned from a
GROCERS.
visit to San Rafael, Cubero and other
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh.
towns out west where diphtheria has
been raging, and made certain arrangements for stamping out the disease.
D
O
"THAT TIRED FEELING"
J. F. Lederer, of McPherson, Kas.,
passed up the road for Santa Fe yesterday, after a visit at Engle. The 00 0
gentleman is a son In law of
and Mrs. W. G. Ritch, having married their youngest daughter. He was
conected with the United States surveyor general's office at Santa Fe, as
a deputy surveyor in 1880, but is now
in business at McPherson, Kas.
Col. W. H. H. Llewellyn, of Las Cru-rewho passed np the road the other
day and stopped off at Santa Fe, has
gone to Chicago and New York, on
business connected with the President
Rcosevelt reception at the territorial
Of course, he will return In
capital
time for the reroption, and will be a
prominent figure In seeing the presi
dent is properly entertained while in
we have all read ahout and most every
New Mexico.
A few days ago The
Citizen an- man has experienced that weariness
nounced that Lou Shoemaker, of the and disgust over frayed collars and
shirts;
White Elephant, was off on his period fringed cuffs; over Iron-rus- t
everything Is
ical rest-uof a few days.
Word over
reached the city this morning that he easily obviated by having one's clothes
is enjoying himself Immensely, and Is laundered here. We'll promise you this
taking, according to the doctor's ad- much: we will launder linen to your
vice, lots of fresh air. He Is the pre- satisfaction.
siding genius of a gang of track-layeron the mill site spur, which crosses
Fourth avenue beyond the city limits,
and he has developed Into one of the
best handlers of men, out that way,
in the business.
Back of Postofflce.

Simon

GOVERNOR

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL.
Introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Grad
uates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
The egal fight Is over and Dr. Conner will still be found In his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Stern

west-houn-

Specialty Osteopathy
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Intend

STENOGRAPHY ANO TYPEWRITING

Miss L.
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Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window
We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

i

I

.

Carpenters' Tools

1

10

to

Johnston

who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Taducah,
Ky, has fitted up parlors at 113 North Third street,
.
...Un.
wiicic one win Lleamt om.UUKAI'HY AND- 1 YFEWRITING to
both day and night pupils. All dasiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.
--
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and

15

Knox Hats
well-know-

EEMIBI1

m

1

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE,

A Revelatlor.l
An examination ot our stock of ready
made clothing by those not already
posted will Indeed prove a revelation.
We have the best and biggest stock
in the southwest. Call and save money.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,

o

The Citizen

15

cents per week.

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
CROMWaiLL BLOCK.
ROOMS
Automatic Telephone 174- 11-1-

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

DELICATE8SEN 8TORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tic
Cerrllloa and Gallup Domeatlo Lump
kle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Coal, $5.00 par ton.
Gold Avenue Grocers.
AnthracH Nut, $7.60 par ten.
Anthrarte, larger alzee, $7.75 per
MONEY 10 LOAN
ton.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Wood and Kindling, all aliee.
security. Great bargain in watches
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
of every description.
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doora
Automatic, 41$ and
Telephone:
north ot postofflce.
267; Bell, 45.

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE
Best Grades..
Cctton add Rubber
Carden Hose

1

111 r

. 1

m

v

v'l

y

m

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
LINE OF
QARDLN TOOLS.

A COHPLETE

.

000000000000000000
000000000000000
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Smokers.
Mtt initios!
As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-five

Fne Goods

4 for 25 cents
Clear Havana

s

Imperial Laundry

Postal Pharmacy

